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Recycling: What Effort
Does Trinity Make?
A trash can full of recyclable cans and bottles sits in Jarvis on Sunday evening. SARAMERIN
Patriots Coming To Hartford;
Will Begin Playing In 2001
BY DAN BERMAN gotiates with any other state or
city government before the end
Hartford is back in the big
leagues. In a press conference on
Thursday at the state Capitol
building, New England Patriots
owner Robert Kraft and Con-
necticut Governor John
R o w l a n d
signed a
m e m o - <
randum
of intent to
bring the team to Hartford for
the 2001 season.
The Patriots would play in a
68,000-seat stadium planned as
the centerpiece of a downtown
redevelopment project called
Adriaen's Landing.
The stadium will cost
roughly $350 million, and will
be funded with state bond
money. To approve the bond
measure, the state legislature
must meet in a special session
before December 31. If Kraft ne-
million to Connecticut.
Under the agreement, the Pa-
triots would sign a 30-year
lease, and play rent-free.
National Football League
owners must also formally ap-
prove the move from
Foxboro,
M a s s . ,
where the
P a t r i o t s
have played
since 1971.
In addition
Patriots, the
project will al-
low the University of Connecti-
cut to expand their football
program to Division I-A and
join the Big East conference.
Trinity Vice President and
Executive Director of Project
2002Jim Mullen was one of two
dozen local leaders and busi-
nessmen invited to the
Governor's mansion on
Wednesday where Rowland
shared the terms of the deal.
huee victory for Hartfor
Mullen said. "It's not clearly, for
all the world to see, a major
league city."
The perception of Hartford as
a minor league city was en-
hanced when the Whalers
moved to Greensboro in 1996.
see PATRIOTS on page six
BY KATHERINE AINSWORTH
News Writer
In an age of increased envi-
ronmental awareness, the im-
portance of recycling is
constantly stressed, but how
prevalent is recycling on
Trinity's campus?
"I do recycle, but I have to
wonder if all of the stuff in the
recycling bins actually gets re-
cycled," said Chris Hunt '00.
Hunt is not atypical of Trinity
students in his questioning of
the Trinity College recycling
program. Bob Laptas, Superin-
tendent of Grounds at Trinity,
insists that this scenario is not
at all true. The recycling pro-
gram, according to Laptas, is an
important priority at Buildings
and Grounds.
Lapatas said that the school
undertook environmental ini-
tiatives long before organized
programs were formed in the
Hartford area. For over a decade,
Trinity has composted leaves,
grass and woodchvps, turning it
campus.
In 1991, the State of Connecti-
cut mandated that public and
private institutions in Con-
necticut begin recycling non-
organic materials, such as
cardboard and newspapers. In
that year, the Connecticut Re-
source Recovery Authority
(CRA) was established to over-
see the execution of the man-
date.
It was not economically fea-
sible, however, for Trinity and
other Hartford institutions to
participate in recycling pro-
grams before 1992-3, as the
nearest facilities were located in
Groton. Since the beginning of
recycling facilities in the Hart-
ford area, however, Trinity has
become increasingly involved.
In the beginning, the State order
cited only a few materials to be
recycled, later expanding the
program to include "co-
mingled" items, such as bottles,
metal containers and plastics.
By 1995, the mandate included
the recycling of mercury
lightbulbs.
"Every year the program gets
bigger and bigger, with more
things included .into it," said
Laptas. Trinity has kept, pace
with the increasing expecta-
tions of CRA. To ensure that the
School is following the state
guidelines, CRA has teams to
inspect refuge that enters local
J M ) M ^organization, /eav
containing a certain percentage
of materials that can be re-
cycled, it will be fined, by the
state. Besides the threat of be-
ing fined, Trinity has another
economic incentive to recycle.
Recycling is a cost-effective al-
see RECYCLE on page six
to the
stadium
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New Assistant Dean of
Students Arrives At Trinity
BY SARA R MERIN
News Editor
Filling'the position of As-
sistant Dean of Students va-
cated last year by Kirk Peters,
Christopher Card is the latest
addition to Trinity's adminis-
tration.
Card has an extensive
background in working with
college students. As an un-
dergraduate, he worked with
the Office of Residential Life
at Clark University. He then
moved on to Tufts University
where he received his masters
in International Diplomacy
from the Fletcher School of
Law and Diplomacy. He
worked as a Residential Proc-
tor, head rugby coach, and
greek advisor during his years
at that school.
After four, years at Tufts,
Card returned to his native Ja-
maica, where he worked with
the Foreign Affairs depart-
ment. Card learned that he
had been nominated for the
position of Assistant Dean of
Students at Trinity over the
summer.
After visiting Trinity, Card
commented_that he was "im-
pressed with what was going
on." He mentioned his initial
curiosities as to why Trinity had
undergone numerous recent
personnel changes, but he
concluded that, "this seems to
be a very good time to be at
Trinity in terms of what they
are trying to do, I'm im-
pressed with what they're
see FUTURE on page seven
Trinity's New Assistant Dean of Students
Christopher Card.
ANDY 5HEPARD
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Bring On The Blue Bins
In this day and age — a time of overflowing landfills, polluted waterways, and de-
pleted ozone — recycling seems a most unremarkable practice. However, here at Trin-
ity, it is by no means common; in fact, this hot issue of an earlier decade has yet to
permeate this campus.
Here, even in the urban setting of Hartford, cans of Snapple, water bottles, and alco-
hol containers are recklessly tossed into garbage cans without so much as a second
thought. Likewise, reams of paper find their way into the same cans that house pizza
boxes and plastic utensils.
The facts are simple. Not only has recycling already proven to be the most cost ef-
i£ectivferi\eansQt^ast:e disposal teductevg,the,overall dumping fee, but one would be
hard-pressed to discount the positive effects recycling has on our surroundings. De-
spite the visible benefits, both close to home and on a larger scale, Trinity still refuses
to initiate and support an all-out effort.
Blue recycling bins for both cans and paper products are not only lacking in num-
ber,'but are also less than strategically placed in both dorms and eateries such as the
Cave. Furthermore, a passive attitude prevails when it comes to the simple process of
separating trash.
For an institution that continually prides itself on fulfilling a larger social respon-
sibility, Trinity has done little more than desperately meet the state quota for recy-
cling. As we strive to think on a global scale, from San Francisco to Cape Town, it is
ironic that we would choose to neglect this civic duty.
Patriots Pack Promise For Hartford
In what came as a shock to the sports world last week, the New England Patriots
entered into an agreement to move the team from Foxboro to Hartford. The Patriots,
beginning in 2001, will play in a new, state-of the-art stadium attached to the Adriaen's
Landing redevelopment project. This represents a huge step in the drive to revitalize
this city, and we at Trinity will be direct beneficiaries of a better Hartford.
Urban redevelopment is always a difficult endeavor, but the addition of an NFL team
to the project will attach the stability of. consistent visitors to the downtown area.
The Patriots will bring those who might not otherwise visit Hartford into the city —
where they will take advantage of other attractions and pump more money into the
local economy. Naysayers may complain about the cost of this facility, but these people
offer little in the way of alternative plans of action..
Trinity and its students must recognize the inextricable link between Hartford and
the college. As we look out over Broad Street to see the Learning Corridor construc-
tion, it is clear that the administration recognizes this fact and has chosen to take posi-
tive steps. But the battle cannot be fought in a 10-block radius around the campus.
Indeed, any renaissance must be thorough, and bringing the Pats here is a crucial step
to this end.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"Pure Fun"Inappropriately Timed
To The Editor:
Last year, Elizabeth Perry
who was the Fall '97 editor for
the Tripod, wrote an editorial
which questioned the purpose
of programs such as Preview
Weekend and "BAHO", which
was then the name for the
Multicultural pre-orientation
program. Her editorial could
not have been printed at a worse
time considering that during
preview weekend, 65 perspec-'
tive students where to arrive on
this campus.
Having said that, I thought
that the Tripod would make up
for last year by keeping Preview
Weekend in mind when pub-
lishing that week's issue. The
cartoon that 1 saw oh page three
two weeks ago was inappropri-
ate by itself, but the timing was
inappropriate as. well. Upon
reading the cartoon with the
caption, I felt that preview stu-
dents, for the second year in a
row, would question if Trinity
College is the right place for
them.
The cartoon sends a variety
of messages, which are not nec-
essarily offensive, but are
extremely inappropriate. To
joke about a Homecoming tra-
dition in this fashion, while pos-
sibly trying to make an
interesting point, was uncalled
for.
People have died fighting
against the racism of Ku Klux
Klan cross burning and the ig-
norance of a Nazi book burning.
Making light of these events
was tasteless. I hope that white
students will question the cul-
ture surrounding this Home-
coming tradition and the idea of
'"Pure' Fun" that is being con-
veyed. If what this cartoon is
potentially saying is overlooked
by white students,, then there
will truly be cause for alarm.
Sincerely,
J. Russell Fugett '01
V.P. of Multicultural Affairs
A Catalyst For Change
To the Editor: •
The Grate American
Sleepout, held at over 400 cam-
puses across the nation this past
week, was an effort to raise
awareness concerning the prob-
lems of homelessness. Here at
Trinity, a' group of concerned
activists gathered on the Cave
Patio in. thesamespirit. In order
to effectively aid those in need,
members of the Trinity commu-
nity and greater Hartford con-
vened and discussed
homelessness in. this city and
our nation, so that we can be
more educated and better pre-
pared to take action.
We were outraged by the dev-
astating statistics presented on
poverty in America, because
over 35 million Americans live
below the federally decreed pov-
erty lines, and the personal sto-
ries provided by Brian Baker,
facilitator of the Hartford Shel-
ter, South Park Inn, evoked anger'
at the present situation of our
fellow citizens living and dying
in the streets. Baker applauded
the efforts of students at the
Sleepout. He proposed that the
Sleepout engaged conversation
on the issue, by participants and
voyeurs of the event, which
hopefully will lead to well-di-
rected action.
Trinity professor, Vijay
Prashad spoke with passion on
the need to gather support to
enact governmental change.
His words did not fall on deaf
ears. The panel, presided over by
Prashad, Baker, and friends of
South Park Inn granted unique
insight into the action students
can take, and we began at the
Sleepout, to act. By writing let-
ters to our local government
representatives, all the way up to
the President, we. have begun the
process of making change by
demonstrating our support as
constituents for efforts towards
curtailing homelessness.
The Sleepout was a success, as
it will act as a stepping stone to
further action by the Trinity
community. This awareness
event, was only one in a series of
events for Hunger and
Homelessness Week sponsored
by ConnPIRG. Other events in-
cluded a Hunger Banquet, letter
writing campaign, Miss-a-Meal
and the donation of 50 food bas-
kets to local families for
Thanksgiving dinner. Although
this is not the solution, it is posi-
tive action taken and the cata-
lyst for necessary change.
Sincerely,
Karen Ciesielski, ConnPIRG Co-
ordinator
Jane Norton '01, Sleepout Coor-
dinator
Daniel Rudolph '00 Sleepout
participant
Tis' The Season
As the Thanksgiving holiday approaches it is time to stop com-
plaining and take stock of what we have. Instead of complain-
ing about the alcohol policy and no hard -bar, maybe it is time to
embrace all that is good, and try to get an education.
President Evan Dobelle
Jesus only served for three
years, but our Messiah isatfour
and still counting. Of course
if history is any indicator, re-
sults are over 2,000 years away.
The Hartford Patriots
Another organization with
good PR and few concrete re-
sults. Does that sound famil-
iar, Trinity? •
Cleo Literary Society
Initiation for a literary society?
Pledge yourself to the "Tam-
bourine Man" my fraternal
brother.
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Distribution Requirements
Biased In Favor Of Sciences
BY JAMES GRIFFITH
Opinion Editor
How are your distribution re-
quirements coming along?
Have you completed them? It's
not easy, is it? It's not necessar-
ily the hardest thing in the
world, but sometimes you get
forced into taking a class you
don't want to take just because
if you don't, you will not gradu-
ate. A lot of seniors know this
dilemma all too well.
However, unfortunately for
those of us in the humanities,
the current distribution system
is biased in favor of the sciences
and math. The Bulletin ex-
plains the reason for the distri-
bution requirements thus: "To
be liberally educated means, in
part, to be broadly educated."
Good. Yes, that is what it means
to have a liberal arts education.
And, yes, we all should pursue
many different fields of study to
understand as much as we can
about as many things as we can.
The Bulletin then goes on to
say, "To allow students maxi-
mum choice, a large number of
courses have been designated
that may be used to satisfy each
.category, of this requirement,"
Excuse me? Have you looked at
how many courses fill the sci-
ence and math requirements,
which are split up into natural
science, social science, and nu-
merical and symbolical reason-
ing? All three disciplines take
up a total of nine lines. Now,
have you looked at how many
courses fulfill the humanities
requirement alone? Seven lines.
1 don't mean to sound bitter
here, but that's ridiculous.
What that says is that we can
fulfill our one requirement for
the humanities by choosing
from a list of courses almost
equal to the list for three of our
other requirements.
A biology major, presumably
fulfilling his or her requirement
for natural science in freshman
year, can pick from fifteen full
departments along with nu-
merous individual courses in
different departments and
other departments with one or
two non-humanities courses to
fulfill the humanities require-
ment. A religion major, however,
presumably fulfilling the hu-
manities requirement in fresh-
man year, can only pick from
five full departments and two
other departments with more
specific listings to fulfill the
natural science requirement.
This situation seems to me to be
completely unfair to humani-
ties students.
This uneven distribution
sends the message that humani-
ties students will never take a
natural science, social science,
and numerical and symbolical
reasoning course if at all pos-
sible and thus need to be forced
to take at least one of each. It
also presumes that science and
math (numerical and symboli-
cal reasoning, essentially) stu-
dents can have less exposure to
the humanities and still claim
to have a broad, liberal educa-
tion.
I'm going to make a sta tement
that may offend some, so be pre-
pared: 1 have met quite a few sci-
up more time than a regular
humanities course. However,
the biology major requires only
ten courses, whereas English
requires twelve. And if labs take
up a lot of time, even to the ex-
tent of equalling a second full
humanities course, 1 will use
myself as a counter: 1 am a phi-
losophy and English double
major, which means I have had
twenty-three separate require-
ments and still managed to ful-
fill all my distribution
requirements by last year. A bi-
ology major takes, with labs
equalling a second full course,
twenty courses.
I'm not saying science majors
do not work hard. I know they
do. I've seem them in MCEC and
coming out of LSC from finish-
ing labs at the same time I fin-
ish my papers. What 1 am
saying is that the current distri-
bution requirements presume
an inherent laziness or fear on
the part of humanitiesstudents
by making "humanities" too
broad a category and thus does
not give as broad and liberal an
education as it could.
I propose the humanities re-
quirements be split into two
separate categories. Perhaps
language or linguistics and
some other category that could
encompass philosophy, reli-
"Vve met quite a few science majors who
do not have a eke what they're talking
about when it conies to UteratWGr history,
philosophy, and so on down the list of
the humanities."
ence majors who do not have a
clue what they're talking about
when it comes to literature, his-
tory, philosophy, and so on
down the list of the humanities.
I have also met quite a few hu-
manities majors who don't un-
derstand a thing about biology,
math, or psychology, but they
are still forced to take one of all
those style courses, whereas sci-
ence majors can get away with
taking one humanities course.
The argument could be made
that science majors have more
requirements or that labs take
gion, anthropology, and history
could be where the line is
drawn. Anyone with an inkling
of the humanities knows the
drastic differences between
studying philosophy and
studying German as a foreign
language.
It's not impossible to fulfill
the requirements as they are
and as they are, they are not in-
dicative a truly broad educa-
tion, so why not help emphasize
that broadness, that liberal edu-
cation that we so desperately
seek here?
H/>PPY THANKSGIVING FROM THE BIG TURKEY HIMSELF.
From Frog Hollow To
"Hollow Heights"
BY LUIS A. FICUEROA
Assistant Professor of History
If there is something that all of us are supposed to do at Trinity
College, it is to engage in critical thinking. This process should in-
clude a self-examination in which our initial assumptions are ques-
tioned and revised.
As a Puerto Rican professor, I have been very supportive of the
:ollege's rediscovery of the city, and of its efforts to contribute to
:ommunity redevelopment. If one has a commitment to engage a
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Here Come The Squirrels
Bv MATTHEW GLASSMAN
Opinion Writer
Writing for the Tripod is giving me a
heart attack. What do I say?
I take it to the streets. I ask friends,
strangers, faculty, even freshmen—what
is so important to be said on paper. The
outcome — there is a lot of complaining
going on. People are bitter, inhaling and
exhaling it into the cold air. Strange.
Haven't you read the news, Trinity is set-
ting a model for the rest of the country's
academic institutions? Down in the
murk of Trinity's collective subcon-
scious, our college community is cranky
and fractured.
Everyone's complaining about some-
thing—even the dumb people, who don't
know not enough to complain. The
maintainers of the status quo. The sub-
scribers of Sega Secrets Monthly. The
people who want nothing more in life
than to just be able to sit on a toilet with
an Entertainment Weekly or a Martha
Stewart Cookbook or a mirror. The dudes
with empty heads. Even these people
complained to me, about the complain-
ers, throwing bottles and yelling out
dorm windows at the complainers for
complaining about them, for raining on
their parade, for waking them up from
their cat naps, for being righteous and
self-important.
Times are strange. The general popu-
lace in our community is weird. We live
in a time when meatheads smoke pot
and pick fights with the hippies on co-
caine. We live in the time of the Party
Barn—where the amount of beer has
been predetermined—premeasured by. a
former Professor of Psychology, who fig-
ures out how much beer per 21+year old ,
will be drunken so she can prescribe the
appropriate amount of alcohol available
at the Party Barn. The institution is try-
ing to undermine our passions. The in-
stitution spits in the face of Dionysus by
creating this haven, of sticky floor-ness,
of beer spillage on your clothes-ness, of
repeated songs-ness, of an incredibly
ugly mural-ness, of prescribed beer-ness.
Does she calculate how much beer is
spilt? Has she seen that most of the beer
seldom reaches people's mouths? We live
in a time, where the precalculated beer
travels from the imagination of the psy-
chology professor down an assembly
line of dudes who drop their medicine
cabinet out into it.
Sitting in the Cave (.).(?)(!), a friend of
mine said I should write about how ra-
cially segregated Trinity is. A kid behind
me leans over and says, "That's for sure—
and the white kids suck the worst." This
eavesdropping, freckled Caucasian, re-
fused to give me his name but I felt
strange when he and the other twelve
white kids at his table all laughed, high
fived, and nodded in sincere agreement.
1 was nervous they might realize that I
am white, afraid that they might beat me
up for it. I ask a friend what is an impor-
tant problem and he says, "involuntary
abstinence." Many people, who asked
what to write about, articulated their
fury about the present trends in back-
pack fashion. The quilt bags. The shoul-
der strap bags. The Laurie Ashley Stone
bags... or whatever they're called. I lis-
tened to people of diverse stereotypes
yell at me about those little black back
packs. Relieved I had left mine at home,
I listened to screaming complaints about
"these stupid little backpacks that can
hold a bageL.and nothing else." I turned
to my more taciturn friend who's been
alongside for my investigative reporting
and ask him what bothers him, in lieu
of the complaining that's going on. "I just
don't like New England that much," he
answers.
Soon, all the bitterness overwhelms
me and I turn to the solace of my furry
friends. The ones that 1 see every day-
who give me hope in my institution. The
squirrels. They truly are the future of
Trinity College. I have been watching
their evolution carefully and have be-
come fully aware that these squirrels are
intensely intelligent and that our time at
this institution is very limited.
As a freshman 1 remember seeing the
squirrels around and thinking to myself,
ha ha, very funny—look at all the squir-
rels—they're not even afraid of us. Three
years later I know better. THEY ARE
THE SMARTEST DAMM SQUIRRELS-
ANIMALS-I'VE EVER SEEN!!! The
squirrels, not only aren't afraid of us, they
perform these comedy routines to dis-
tract us from their secret plans to take
over the school. We watch the squirrels
act silly while underground they have
facilities that make MCEC look like the
stone age. The other day I saw a squirrel
fall from a tree. And while me and my
friend were cracking up, I turned and
saw another squirrel running by with
the blueprints of Evan Dobelle's bed-
room. He had a very sinister smile on his
face. My friend said he saw a squirrel
unwrapping a Milky Way and eating it.
He watched it unroll the wrapper and
eat it. Another friend told me he saw one
throw an empty coke can out of tree. I
^aw a squirrel doing a keg stanclat a late
nite last weekend. They held him up by
his tail while the little vermin spit up
beer all over the place.
I went and spoke with an Urban Ecol-
ogy Professor who said that this is all
true. She told me about a ease study, on
an individual squirrel:—the urbansquir-
rel—which documents the behavior of
a squirrel on Trinity's campus who walks
only on pavement, refusing to walk on
grass 6r dirt; She also showed me slide
photographs of squirrels Saddling and
riding dogs and cats arourid. She'ex-
plained to me that the squirrels are pre-
tending to imitate us while behind our
backs they prepare to make our
college their own. 1 tell her that this.will
make a lot of people very happy.
Their plans are beyond our compre-
hension. The squirrels' plans for Trinity
is an academic Utopia. The squirrels have
a plan to shut off the lights in Hartford
at night so they can see the stars, They're
going to put a huge park with giant oak
trees with giant acorns where the college
has plans to put a Starbuck's. They de-
cided to keep the chapel but knock down
the Life Science building which a squir-
rel friend of mine, we'll call Squirrel X,
told me is "an evil structure."
Why am I an advocate of the squirrel's
planned coup d'etat of Trinity? Is it be-
cause it's funny as hell to see a squirrel
drag a Panini up a tree? Or is because
they're functional? Someone once told
me that it is part of people's inherent
human instincts to want to be a part of
something bigger than ourselves. To be
a part of something important. The
squirrels have plans. They are out there
combining their old survival instincts
with their new freedom, their new in-
stincts and the opportunities they have
on this campus. They are part of some-
thing—and it is specific.
The drunk dummies break bottles be-
cause they don't know what to do with
their old animal instincts. They're pissed
off at evolution's call. The squirrels sweep;
up this broken glass, which they use for
their time machine. Those furry bastards
gotitgoin'on.
Fourth-n-Ten For Hartford
Redevelopment Initiative
BY ANDREW WEISS
Opinion Writer
Unless you have been living under a
rock for the last week you would have
heard the New England Patriots are
planning on moving to Hartford for the
2001 season. The Hartford Courant re-
ported that a new stadium for the Patri-
ots will be built as part of the $1.1 billion
Adriaen's Landing project. In addition,
the 68,000 seat stadium will also be used
to propel the University of Connecticut
football team into division I-A play.
In an article I wrote earlier in the year
for the Tripod I noted the problems with
Hartford's redevelopment plan and the
general problems of economic recovery
plans. I argued that cities desperate for
professional teams will do almost any-
thing, including give teams ludicrous
amounts of money and incentives, to get
them to relocate. And even when a city
lands a team it does not necessarily
translate into economic recovery. Hart-
ford as I have argued is no exception
when it comes to what has been called
the "zero-sum game."
The most problematic aspect of mov-
ing the Patriots to Hartford is that the
cost to move them and keep them here
will most likely outweigh any economic
advantages gained from the deal. Ac-
cording to a story run in the Boston Globe
the deal that Hartford struck with Kraft
is replete with "hidden riches." The deal
reportedly includes such perks as a $280
million rent-free stadium, nearly $200
million over thirty years for stadium re-
pairs and updates, and a $15 million
training facility.
Nuala porde, a Rowland administra-
tion spokeswoman, announced that the
stadium would bring in $450 million to
Connecticut over the next few years, thus
covering the cost of moving the Patriots
to Hartford. However the math simply
does not add up. If one takes the price
tag of the new stadium, which is to be
built, using mostly taxpayer money, the
cost of repairs of the stadium, the new
training facility, and the other incentives
including rent free land for a new. hotel,
the cost will exceed the $450 'million.
projection.
The picture is bleak for Hartford, but
is it hopeless? The answer is, surpris-
ingly, no. First, everyone must abandon
the notion that simply bringing the Pa-
triots to Hartford and building a conven-
tion center will automatically put
Hartford on the map. Let's face it. Right
now New York City and Boston are still
more exciting places to visit no matter
how many Adriaen's Landings are built.
Second, the area around the stadium
must be properly developed. Simply
plopping a new stadium down does not
ensure the economic revitalization of the
surrounding area. Chicago has learned
this lesson well from their experience
with both the New Comiskey Park and
United Center which were built near
their older counterparts in poor Chicago
neighborhoods, and have failed to revi-
talize the area.
If Adriaen's Landing is going to be suc-
cessful there must be some reason to stay
in the area before and after the game.
Zoning for retail shops and restaurants
would be a nice start. Perhaps a Patriots
game could be billed as a weekend get-
away for New England families. Fans
must be encouraged to spend mqney
outside of the game itself, so that the Pa-
triots are not the only ones making
money.
Redevelopment is very tricky, and 1
think that under the proposed plan that
includes the Patriots Hartford can't pull
it off. I'm not saying that they won't, be-
cause in an infinite universe anything
can happen. However, without very
careful and prudent management, this
plan will be like all the rest of Hartford's
efforts, a dismal failure.
"Think Globally, Act Locally"
BY IAN LANG
Opinion Editor
Recently I had a discussion with a cer-
tain member of the administration, who
shall remain nameless, regarding the
problem of apathy at Trinity's campus.
He informed me that a large portion of
Dobelle's "yes men/women", i.e. the ad-
ministration, constantly bemoan the
fact that students are the equivalent of
intellectual sloths. Sloths who are inter-
ested primarily in getting drunk every
weekend as they work towards a degree
and a safe high paying job, instead of get-
ting a true education. Though I do not
disagree with this assessment in relation
to most Trinity students, the problem is
not confined to Trinity,
Our generation has grown up in a cul-
ture epitomized by MTV. We are con-
stantly bombarded with images that
equate success and well being with per-
sonal wealth and self-advancement. We
get our news from soundbites instead of
the newspaper, and we consider watch-
ing the movie version of that book equal
to reading said novel. Through email
and the internet we communicate with
people from around the planet, but we
do so from a cubicle that blocks out the
world around us.
As a result of this we as a society have
become apathetic and uninvolved - not
because we don't care - but because we
are disconnected. Homelessness is a con-
cept from a Sixty Minutes Report, and
the Hurricane in Nicaragua is merely an-
other tragedy that can be understood
and forgotten during the thirty seconds
it is allotted on the nigh tly newscast.
Earlier in the semester, after writing an
article about the lack of intellectual ac-
tivity at Trinity, I was asked by a student
why I stayed at Trinity instead of trans-
ferring to another college. The answer is
basically, that it is not any better else-
where. It is my belief that this same sort
'of apathy exists on college campuses
throughout the country. In fact it can be
found throughout our society as a whole.
As people's interests become more con-
fined to their own lives it is not surpris-
ing that they have less time to become
politically active. In effect they have to
much to lose if they take on the system
that has given them their wealth and
comfort.
As students at Trinity we find our-
selves in a unique position. Unlike our
parents and peers who are tied down by
dependents, the majority of us still have
the freedom to take chances. It would be
futile to try to change the attitude of the
society in general, but it is well within
our power to adhere to the old axiom,
"think globally, act locally." We must
reject the self-absorbed message that our
society has propagated for so long, and
realize that no amount of personal suc-
cess will relieve us of our moral obliga-
tion to take action.
Or maybe you just don't care!
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ConnPIRG Works To Raise Awareness On Campus
Hunger and Homelessness Week Brings Issues Of Societal Inequality To The Forefront
The Sleep Out is a part of Na- communal bowl of rice.BY ANN O'CONNELL
Announcements Editor
Last Wednesday, November
18, was the National Sleep Out,
an event practiced on 400 col-
lege campuses across the na-
tion. On Trinity's campus, the
event was preceded by a discus-
sion panel on the Cave patio be-
fore 8 brave students spent the
night out in the cold.
The speakers on the panel
were Dr. Vijay Prashad of the
Department of International
career counseling, psychiatric
workers, and interpreters to
help the participants to move
out on their own.
Wilson illustrated this by re-
counting his own story and tell-
ing how the inn helped him to
secure a job, provided him with
a support system and encour-
aged him to save money so that
he could move out on his own.
Vijay Prashad spoke next,
asking students to question the
government's treatment of the
homeless to find out whether
those who have been pushed
tional Students Against Hunger
and Homelessness Week. "Al-
though we should do it every-
day, I think it's really i mportant
to take a week to invest thought
Following this event was a
letter writing campaign to
President Clinton to pass a bill
that would allow African farm-
ers to farm their own land and
"Although we should do it everyday, I think
it's really important to take a week to invest
thought in hunger andhomeIessness."~Tamar
Kipper '02
"You guys will get a hot shower in the
morning and a guaranteed hot breakfast But
think about the person who doesn't have what
you have. Think about it like that"—Bruce
Dean
Studies, Brian Baker and Bruce
Dean of the South Park Inn
Transitional Living Shelter and
Carlton Wilson, a resident at
South Park.
Baker, the Service Coordina-
tor of South Park, started the
discussion with a description of;
South Park Inn, which is one of
the largest shelters in Connecti-
cut, housing 87 homeless guests.
The shelter uses a transitional
living program to help its resi-
dents get back on their feet.
The program, which is
twenty-eight days long, utilizes
out of housing are getting Sec-
tion 8 Housing and to challenge
welfare reform. He ended by
quoting poet Faizahmed Faiz
and commending those stu-
dents who would be participat-
ing in the Sleep Out.
Bruce Dean, the supervisor at
South Park Inn, also com-
mended the participating stu-
dents, and added "You guys will
get a hot shower in the morning
and a guaranteed hot breakfast.
But think about the person who
doesn't have what you have.
Think about it like that."
in hunger and homelessness."
says Tamar Kipper, '02, a stu-
dent involved in the evenings'
activities.
Karen Ciesielski, the
ConnPIRG campus advisor,
agreed, "It's all of us coming to-
gether to say that we care about
this issue... We're not claiming to
understand it. After one night,
I'm not going to claim to know
what it's like to not have a home.
I definitely hope people who
come to this event will leave
more acutely aware of the prob-
lem."
Hunger and Homelessness
Week was well-attended this
year. The Hunger Banquet,
which kicked the week off was
attended by 60 people, who
were divided into first, second,
and third-world populations.
15% were waited on and given a
full meal, 25% were given
chairs, beans rice and water, and
60% sat on the floor and had a
College
- Cancels Class .
That Claimed
Slaves Were
Happy
ARCHDALE, NC (AP) -
Community college officials
have canceled the final class of
a Civil War history course
where instructors taught that
slaves were happy in captivity.
"We would never intention-
ally set up any class that is of-
fensive to anyone in our
community ...and obviously
here and save them," Herman
White, the main lecturer on the
•"
flri3le of blacks* iri the war, said
last week.
Linker said there were no
plans to offer the class next se-
mester.
"Let me stress that we have
not confirmed whether this
course contains the kind of con-
tent that is alleged," Linker said.
"But there is the perception that
it does, and that perception is
damaging our fine reputation."
State NAACP chairman
Melvin "Skip" Alston said the
school's actions would likely
25 percent started smoking
regularly while they were in
this class has done that," said
Larry K. Linker, President of
Randolph Community College.
"Therefore, we are going to step
back and take a close look at it...
and at our process of approving
courses."
Linker's decision to cancel
Thursday night's final class of
"North Carolina's Role in the
War for Southern Indepen-
dence" came one day after mem-
bers of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights announced plans
for a public meeting about the
course.
Historians and other Civil
War experts planned to counter
claims made by the class's in-
structors, local members of
Sons of Confederate Veterans, a
nationwide heritage group.
The teachers said captives
slaves were happy, tens of thou-
sands of slaves fought patrioti-
cally for the South and the Civil
War was not a battle over sla-
very.
"These people loved the
South. They weren't looking for
some Yankees to come down
prevent the need for the forum."
"We should let sleeping dogs
lie," he said. "It looks' like they are
taking care of the problem." ;
Smoking On
Campus More
Popular Than
Ever
WASHINGTON, DC (CNN) -
The percentage of college stu-
dents who smoke is quickly ris-
ing in all demographic groups,
according to a study released in
the Journal of the American
Medical Association last Tues-
day.
Researchers from the
Harvard School of Public
Health surveyed about 15,000
college students at 116 college
campuses in 39 states between
1993 and 1997. They found
smoking had increased 28 per-
cent and that a quarter of smok-.
ers in the latest survey had
began smoking regularly while
in college.
"About 11 percent started
smoking in college and another
Henry Wechler.
The study also said half of all
college smokers tried to quit in
the previous year, compared to
only 30 percent of adult smok-
ers.
"We found that seniors and
fifth-year students smoked less
than younger students,"
Wechler said, "...this is still a pe-
riod of time during which stu-
dents are changing their
smoking behavior."
Although the increase in
smoking applies to all races and
both sexes and all types of
schools, some demographics
had lower smoking increases
than others. Commuter schools
and highly competitive schools
had a ; lower smoking
prevalance. 'Asian, African-
American and Hispanic stu-
dents had lower rates than
whites, t h e study also found
that older students were less
likely to smoke than younger
students.
Wechler said part of the rea-
son for the increase of college
smokers may be attributed to
the all-time high number of
smokers in high school. Ciga-
rette use among high school stu-
dents jumped 32 percent
between 1991 and 1997; Now
many of those students are in
college.
Wechler said college stu-
dents, who have traditionally
been considered more "resis-
tant" to the lure of cigarettes be-
cause of increased access to
information and education, are
no longer immune.
Wechler added the rate in-
crease should be a "wake-up call
about the problems of smoking
at all levels of society" and
warns of the public health con-
sequences.
give incentive to banks to send
money to Africa for this cause.
On Wednesday, Marriott as-
sisted ConnPIRG in the Miss-A-
Meal, in which 501 students
signed up to miss either lunch
or dinner.
All the money that would
have gone to the students' meals
was donated by Marriott to The
Open Hearth, as shelter in Hart-
ford.
On Friday, volunteers as-
sembled Thanksgiving Day
food baskets, in which Marriot
and the faculty, staff, and ad-
ministration of Trinity assisted
in providing food to be distrib-
uted in the community.-
Offices, departments and
floors each contributed $40-
$50 dollars of food to the cause
and Marriott arranged for
ConnPIRG to buy turkeys in
bulk for the occasion.
"This week has been great,"
says Rebecca Mayer, '02, coordi-
nator of this year's Hunger and
Homelessness Week, "Doing
community service is the best
learning experience you can
have."
On The Beat
Students Strike Out Against
The Establishment
The front passenger-side window of a Campus Safety
cruiser was broken at 2:00 AM on November 20. The car was
parked in the Williams Memorial arch at the time.
The officer was performing building checks in that area,
and returned to find the window broken and a rock on the
passenger seat. There are no suspects at this time.
More Hands On Learning
A female student reported a male individual with his pants
.sdWifly^fojrrniiig a lewd act in the library shades at 4.00 PM
on November 19.
According to Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly, five
officers responded, but the man apparently zipped up and
fled within 30 seconds.
The suspect was described as a white male in his mid-30s,
5 ft 10° with black hair.
The suspect remains at large.
Only Item Of Value Stolen
From '88 Camaro
On November 16 at 8:30 AM, Campus Safety officers dis-
covered that the front passenger-side window of a 1988 Chevy
Camaro was broken. The car was parked on Summit Street
across from Funston. The car stereo, valued at $150, was re-
ported missing by the owner.
Students Eat For Free in Cave
A student reported that an envelope containing $100 in
cash was missing on November 18, The last time he saw the
money was while dining in the Cave earlier that day. ,
The envelope has not been returned to Campus Safety or
Mather front desk.
 ;
Larry the Looter
A Sony Playstation and several games were reported miss-
ing from a room in Hansen Hall on November 16. A locknetics
audit of the room showed no irregularities, and there are no
suspects at this time.
The Shuttle Will Be There In 5
To 20 Minutes
The on-campus shuttle will no longer operate on an on-
demand basis. The shuttle will follow a circular track.around
•campus, stopping at eight specific stops only. Those stops are:
76 Vernon Street (Campus Safety), Vernon Place, the Jarvis
parking lot on Summit Street, Mather Hall, Summit Street
across from Funston, Austin Arts Center, the Life Science
roadway across from Little, and the MCEC loading dock.
The shuttle will remain at each stop for less than a minute,
and the route should take 15 minutes to complete. Service
begins at 6:00 PM, and there is a break between 10:00 PM and
10:15 PM.
All shuttle services will be inactive during the Thanksgiv-
ing break. Campus Safety will provide rides to Union Place
and Hudson Street during this time.
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2001 Will Usher The
Patriots To Hartford
continued from page one
Mullen believes that the ben-
efits of the Patriots as a morale
boost to the city of Hartford
goes beyond simple economics.
"There's great momentum in
our city, an absolutely electric
environment. You can't mea-
sure that."
President Dobelle said that
project itself is a $1.1 billion plan
which includes the stadium, a
convention center and a hotel in
downtown Hartford. As part of
the agreement, Kraft will con-
tribute $75 million to the con-
struction of the hotel, a NFL
entertainment center, and a fit-
ness and health complex.
Adriaen's Landing is part of
"This is a major score for Hartford, and will
change the perception in the minds of potential
faculty, students and administrators about
this institution." — President Evan Dobelle
the stadium will enhance, "vis-
ibility for Trinity and the vali-
dation of Hartford as a city and
polity.
"We can talk all we want
about perceptions," said
Dobelle, "but if it were 300 years
ago and it were a symphony or-
chestra coming to a smaller
town in Austria and Germany,
that was the big cultural suc-
cess. Today, whether we wish to
be accepting of it or not, the
validation of cities as being
'with it' are these major athletic
teams.
"This is a major score for Hart-
ford, and will change the per-
ception in the minds of
potential faculty, students and
administrators about this insti-
tution," Dobelle added.
The Adriaen's Landing
the "six pillars" redevelopment
plan for downtown Hartford, for
which the state legislature has
committed nearly $500 million.
The other half would come
from private investments.
"These are major engines:
you're talking about 65,000
people at least 12 times a year,"
noted Dobelle. "That fallout for
restaurants and the ability to
come early and visit museums,
and hotels to stay in, will even-
tually push out downtown as
Trinity development pushes in
toward Hartford.
"I wouldn't be surprised that
you're going to see in 5 to 7 years
that there will be a seamless
type of developmen t from Trin-
ity right through to the Old
State House, from the train sta-
tion rightto the river," he added.
THE HARTFORD COUR ANTAn architectural rendering of the 68,000-seat, $350 million stadium for
downtown Hartford. It is proposed to lure the New England Patriots to
Hartford from suburban Boston.
Does Trinity Make The Effort To Recycle?
continued from page one
ternative to having all refuge
produced by the School go to
the landfill. Trinity must pay,
per ton, to have the College's
garbage hauled away by the
sanitation service. Recycling,
on the other hand, is picked up
and taken away at no charge to
the school.
There are certain drawbacks,
however, to the recycling pro-
gram. "The biggest problem
with recycling on campus," said
Laptas, "is food contamination
of recyclables." When contain-
ers arrive at the recycling cen-
ter, the centers do not: want
them to have food remaining in
them. With the majority of
recyclables on campus coming
from food service, this is a con-
cern for Laptas and the staff at
Buildings and Grounds. The
best solution? If everyone on
campus deposits empty con-
tainers into the collection bins,
the concern will be eliminated.
Aside from the food contami-
nation issue, recycling is ex-
tremely easy for students and
the custodial staff. There are
well-marked containers in ev-
ery residence hall and dining
area for students to dispose of
their recyclables. Kerry Hartz
'01 believes that recycling on
campus is "made really conve-
nient." Hartz commented that
while she always recycles, some
students do not, because it's too
much work. "I think that, espe-
cially in bigger dorms, like the
freshmen dorms, they could in-
crease the number of bins per
floor, so that [students] wouldn't
have to walk as far, and would
see TRASH on page seven
Iraq Says It
Has Ho New
Documents
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)~ Iraq's
foreign minister on Sunday ac-
cused U.N. arms inspectors of-"a
savage campaign ... .of
disinformation" in their quest
for more documents about the
country's banned weapons.
The minister, Mohammed
Saeed al-Sahhaf, said Iraq has
already handed over millions of
papers to monitors and claimed
that no more files exist.
"Anything relevant to the
work of disarmament, we had
already handed over," he said,
adding that Iraq has given
2,188,020 pages of documents
to UN. Special Commission and
international Atomic Energy
Agency monitors since weap-
ons inspections began in 1991.
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq
Aziz said some documents in
question are long lost and ac-
cused chief weapons inspector
Richard Butler of trying to cre-
ate a pretext to continue sanc-
tions or allow the United States
and Britain to attack.
Aziz told reporters that "But-
ler has asked for a series of al-
leged documents ... that do riot
exist."
National Security Council
spokesman David Leavy said
the Iraqi comments were "insuf-
ficient" and called for Iraqi co-
operation.
"If we conclude Iraq does not
intend to live up to its commit-
ments and UNSCOM can't do
it's job, we remain prepared" to
carry out the military attack
President Clinton canceled last
week, he said in a telephone in-
terview from South Korea,
where the president is conclud-
ing his trip to Asia,
The documents have
emerged as a new flashpoint in
the dispute between Iraq and
the United Nations since
Baghdad reversed its ban on
weapons inspections and al-
lowed monitors to return last
week. The decision averted
military action, but forces re-
main in the Persian Gulf.
, , Among the documents that
to tf)t HBtttmbtx 1998
Jennifer Lee-Ann Ahtoniazzi, History
Quamrul Hasan Ashraf, Economics and Computer Science
Kevin Stanley Colket, Economics
Suzanne Marie Farrell,Sociology
Amy Hilary Friedman* American Studies
Emily Chase Harrall, Economics
Jocelyn Maher Jones, English and Italian
Ericka Rae Lenz, Anthropology
Viraj K. Majmudar, International Relations
Erick Matthew Sandier, Economics
Christopher John Savarese, Engineering
Justin Daniel Smith, Classical Civilization and History
Karen Michele von Hardenberg, English
Sarah Elizabeth Wilbour, Mathematics
Butler is seeking is an air force
irwemory that LLN,. inspectors
saw last summer but were, not
allowed to take.
Al-Sahhaf said this issue had
been addressed in a letter to
Butler by Riyadh al-Qaisi, the
deputy foreign minister. T
In the letter, al-Qaisi ac-
knowledged for the first time
that the air force log sought by
Butler contains an inventory of
chemical weapons the Iraqi
army used from 1983-1988.
He told Butler that Iraq will
only show his inspectors "the
relevant parts" of the document,
and that this had to be done in
the presence of U.N. envoy
Prakash Shah.
The weapons inspectors must
certify that Iraq has eliminated
its weapons of mass destruction
before U.N. Security Council
sanctions on the country can be
lifted.
Iraq insists it has met the Se-
curity Council's requirements,
but the inspectors charge it is
still hiding information about
its weapons program.
Iraq had cut off all dealings
with the inspectors in two
stages in August and October,
but it rescinded both decisions
on Nov. 14, barely averting mili-
tary strikes.
Despite mounting tension,
the U.N. Security Council's in-
spectors have been visiting sus-
pected sites with no obstruction
from Iraqi authorities.
Reno Moves
Closer to First
Decision on
Fund liaising
WASHINGTON (The New
York Times)—Attorney General
Janet Reno must decide by Tues-
day whether to seek an inde-
pendent counsel to investigate
Vice President Al Gore, in the
first of three decisions likely to
determine whether therew-ill
ever be an outside investigation
of Democratic fund raising in
1996.
Reno's deliberations, which
in the next two weeks will also
turn to the former White House
deputy chief of staff Harold
Ickes and then to President
Clinton, will sweep across a
panorama of political fund-
raising practices.
She has reviewed some of the
same underlying facts for nearly
two years, each time refusing to
refer the case to an outside
counsel, But Reno has yet to
reach a conclusion on the ac-
tions of Gore or the other offi-
cials, law-enforcement officials
said.
In recent days, however, the
political stakes have unexpect-
edly risen as the House im-
peachment and the Justice
Department's campaign-fi-
nance, investigation show signs
of overlapping.
Republican investigators for
the Housejudiciary Committee
decided last week to move be-
yond the Monica Lewinsky
matter and include campaign
finance among the issues they
are tentatively exploring as they
look for a wider pattern of per-
jury, obstruction of justice and
abuse of power by the president.
The possibility that the
House Judiciary Committee
could advance further onto
Reno's campaign-finance turf
could complicate the attorney
general's decision-making.
Among other things, if the
scope of the impeachment in-
quiry widens far enough, it
could theoretically encompass
an examination of Reno's own
resistance to appointing an in-
dependent prosecutor, although
there is no evidence that the
White House played any role in
Reno's past decisions.
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Card Sets Goals For Future
continued from page one
trying to do in terms of the com-
munity with the Learning Cor-
ridor and the other community
initiatives."
According to Card, he came to
Trinity because, "there are some
policy issues at Trinity that need
to be worked on, and this is an
area that I have some expertise
in, particularly around tradi-
tional engagements and policy
compliance. These are skills
that Trinity felt it could use at
this time."
Although his job revolves pri-
marily around disciplinary
matters, Card will be working
with the alcohol policy debate
and other policy issues. He will
be looking to see if the policies
are written down and if they are
effective. He will also focus on
how policies are being enforced
and implemented and how the
process of implementation and
enforcement can be made
smoother.
Looking at a larger picture,
Card comes to Trinity with
goals and aims to improve stu-
dent life and to foster a stronger
connection between the Dean
of Students' Office and the stu-
The Trail of Trash
continued from page six
recycle more often."
Despite positive reports
about recycling in many resi-
dence halls, students express
dissatisfaction with the avail-
ability of recycling receptacles
on campus, despite the fact
that there is supposed to be a
recycling bin next to each
trash can. Jarvis resident
Christopher C. Taylor '01
stated, "Recycling in Jarvis is
nonexistent. I have yet to see a
recycling bin anywhere in the
dorm. This is irresponsible
and unacceptable."
Hunt admitted that al-
though he and his roommates
are in the habit of recycling,
they do not do it all of the time.
Why? "Sheer laziness, maybe
mixed with a little apathy."
If students do take the initia-
tive to recycle and the materi-
als have been properly sepa-
rated, the custodians can eas-
ily take the next step in the
recycling process. Manuel
•Gamero, a member of the
Hansen Hall cleaning staff,
said that all he has to do is to
"take the recyclables outside
with the garbage and throw
them in the dumpster." Every
dumpster is designed so that
each type of recyclable has its
own bin within the recycling
dumpster.
Lapatas believes that
Trinity's recycling program is
environmentally responsible,
efficient arid cost-effective. It
is. the responsibility of every-
one here at Trinity to do their
part. According to Laptas, the
ultimate success of the pro-
gram rests with Trinity stu-
dents and staff, "that's where it
all starts."
dent body.
His goal is, "to encourage stu-
dents to take ownership of this
university, in association...with
faculty members and the ad-
ministration." He elaborated on
this point by stating, "I want to
encourage students to become
involved with what goes on
here...especially in the Dean of
Students' Office." He also ex-
plained the necessity of con-
structive feedback.
Card then went on to explain
the need for an acceptance of
responsibility, "Very often stu-
dents will storm in here saying
'we have these rights,' but many
persons discuss rights and don't
discuss responsibilities that go
along with those rights. Along
with a sense of ownership, I
want to create a more aware and
responsible student body."
Reflecting on the other
schools in which he worked,
Card added, "We [the adminis-
tration] say yes everybody has
these rights and of course it
sounds like a great argument
that we all have rights to do cer-
tain things but we very seldom
challenge people to [uphold] the
responsibilities that go along
with those rights. I'm here to
challenge people."
Card summarized his goals
by stating, "I don't expect you to
come in here as a freshmen and
leave four years later basically
the same way. One of the things
that we hope to develop is pro-
grams of interest that can chal-
lenge and cause you to develop
some serious lifelong convic-
tions. That's what I'm here for."
Hartford
Ballet A Step
From The End
HARTFORD (The Hartford
Courant) —As dramatic as the
dancers' pirouettes, leaps and
plies at the Hartford Ballet's an-
nual "Nutcracker" extravaganza
may be this week, it's nothing
compared to the drastic steps
being taken by the company's
management, board of directors
and community leaders to deal
with almost $1 million in debt
The crisis facing the non-
profit ballet company and its
ied, one thing is clear The Hart-
ford Ballet's accumulated debt
of more than $900,000 is too
overwhelming to continue op-
erations. Indeed, even the pro-
duction of "The American
Nutcracker" was in doubt sev-
eral weeks ago before private
fund-raising efforts ensured the
continuation of the company
through at least that show
William Cuddy, who was
elected chairman of the board
of directors for the ballet com-
pany and its school last month,
said last week that the accumu-
lated debt is caused, in part, by
too little fund-raising, loss of
Hartford News
school is its most serious in 27
years - and that's saying some-
thing for an organization that
has often danced on the edge of
the fiscal precipice.
But this time, few are predict-
ing a last-minute miracle — as
has happened before — and
some in the dance company's
leadership are already making
way for the end of the Hartford
Ballet and its school, as it now
exists. It is expected by some
board members that after the
curtain falls next weekend on
"The American Nutcracker," the
wheels of change will begin in
earnest to close down the com-
pany and replace it with a new,
yet-to-be-determined model
that will present and produce
dance.
Although scenarios are var-
foundation and government
support and a lower-than-pro-
jected subscription sign-up.
"Certainly ceasing operations
is an option on the table," he
said. "Whether we would go
into a formal bankruptcy pro-
ceeding is not clear."
Not all board members share
Cuddy's pessimism. Last week,
they voted 11-4 to reject a plan
to close the ballet shortly after
"The American Nutcracker." In-
stead, the board will launch a
fund-raising drive, on the heels
of the anticipated high spirits
from "Nutcracker," to address
some of the unpaid debts and
try to get the company through
the rest of the season. Other
"Hail Mary" initiatives, such as
seeking special support from
the city, are also under way.
CHEESE PIZZA
14" medium $7.50 16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50onmed $1.00 on large
anchovies bacon broccoli eggplant
garlic hamburger meatball mushrooms
olives onions pepperoni peppers
ricotta sausaqe spinach tomatoes
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
PRIMAVERA Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO Med $10.75 Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO Med $10.75 Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM Med $7.50 Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME Med $11.50 Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN Med $9.50 Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH $1795
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH $15.95
Riled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
SHEET PAN PIZZA
$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!
NY. STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford
236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am
***FREE DELIVERY"*
With $7.00 minimum purchase
We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
» $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage
GRINDERS
Cooked Salami
Eggplant
Genoa
Ham
Meatballs
Roast Beef
Sausage
Tuna
Turkey
Veggie/cheese
Chicken Cutlet
Steak/Cheese
Seafood
8" Half
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50
DINNERS
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
Baked ziti
Meat Ravioli
Cheese Ravioli
Veggie Ravioli
$4.95 |
$5.95 1
$6.95 1
f6" Whole
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7,50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9.00
$7.95
$7.95
$7.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SALADS
CHEF SALAD $5.50
Mam, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO $5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD $4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD $4.95
Fata cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD $1.95
GARLIC BREAD Small $1.50 Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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5FOTLIGHT
Laura BlackwellJromMon-
roe, CT., isan English major on
the Creative Writing track
with an emphasis on
Playwriting. Aside from being
a member of the Women's
Rugby team, Laura is writing
a play that will hopefully be
performed intheSpring.
1. You of f er a shuttle ser-
vice to the airport. Where
did you come up with the
idea for this?
I was an RA in Elton last
year, and I saw all of these
kids waiting for yellow
cabs to take them to the air-
port. Hundreds of students
pay thirty dollars each to
take a cab to Bradley, and I
thought that was ridicu-
lous. So many people are
going to the same place
within a span of three days.
2. You spent two semes-
ters abroad in Norwich,
England. What was it like
being away for so long?
Awesome. It was good to
get away and learn to live
by myself.
3. What has been the hard-
est thing about coming
back?.
In England, I could do
whatever I wanted. I could
pop off to Ireland, or
France—all the decisions
were up to me. Here, my de-
cisions have to be more prac-
tical.
4. What do you want to do
with your life?
I want to get paid to write.
I'll write soap commercials
or advertisements, anything.
But my dream is to do what
Matt Damon and Ben
Affleck did. It may be
everyone's dream, but it can
still be mine, too.
5. What's one of your
best memories from Trin-
ity?
When my play was per-
formed last February. I
flew back from England
to watch Arthur Feinsod
direct my play. There in
the crowd were complete
strangers, young and old,
who were laughing at the
jokes I wrote and being en-
tertained by my own
work. It was amazing.
6. Where do you see
yourself next year?
I wouldn't mind finding
a job here at Trinity next
year, continuing on with
my education. I like the
environment Trinity has,
and I like what it has done
for me this year.
7. What's one goal you
have for this year?
I want to graduate with-
out a resume. I just haven't
had the time to do one. But
I guess that may be my
biggest regret, instead. I'll
just have to wait and see.
IT'S THAT T I M E OF VE>K W H E N THOUSANDS OF S T U D E N T S COMF
EiGHT - FOR AN UMBeLii-V.ABi.i- PRiCir!!!TO TO FFFL.
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Round-Trip Airfare
• 7 Nights Hotel Accommodations
• Round-TripAirnort
& Hotel Transfers
• Free Welcome, Beach
a Evening Parties
• Free Admission to Night Clubs
• Discounts on Restaurants,
Water Sports & Side Excursions
• Packages available to Negril
and Montego Bay
Professional On-Site
Complete Weekly Activities
Program Offering Optional
Sunset Cruise, Booze Cruise,
Toga Party & More!
Free Bonus Party Pack
Sun Splash Tours
1800-426-7110
Student Travel Services
1800-648-4849
Price is par person based on quad occupancy; from select departure cities. Other cities may qualify for reduction or
require surcharge. US and Jamaica departure taxes (currently $59) and $9 handling charge additional. Rates increase $30
on 12/15/98. Peak-week surcharges/off-week discounts may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply.
Limited availability. Subject to change without notice. Call for full details on hotel selection and availability.
That Big Neon Sign in the Sky:
The clerk and his customers haggle over the
price of day-old Jo-Jos.
PAINOONAN
BY PATRICK R. NOONAN
Managing Editor
Are you looking for a place to
bring that special someone, but
you don't have the cash to pay
for Max Downtown or the car to
get there? Want to have an in-
teresting first date as opposed to
the blaze Papa Razzi or Hot
Tomatos? Look no further than
the neon BP sign across New
Britain Avenue and pop into
Sam's Fried Chicken.
• Now I know what you're say-
ing™ gas station fried chicken
on this side of the Mississippi
can never be that good -- but
Sam's offers a tasty meal and
warm atmosphere that is un-
paralleled in the Capitol region.
By far the best thing about Sam's
-is its location. Sam's is easily
accessible if you don't have
wheels or are too drunk to drive
anywhere, and their specialties
are perfect for a post-party barn
night or a bad case of the
munchies.
When making your order it
helps to have a working knowl-
edge of Farsi, but simply point-
ing will usually suffice. Due to
the popularity of the establish-
ment, you may have to wait a
few minutes while someone
pre-pays for a tank of gas, but do
not despair. In a short time the
person in front of you has paid
for his Hustler magazine with
nothing but nickels, and the
maitre d' graciously welcomes
you.
:
 Any Sam's mealis: not com-
plete without choosing a deli-
cious appetizer from their
selection under the heat lamps.
Like a fine wine, the cheese fries
only improve with age, and
most of them were cooked in
the Reagan years so you'll be in
for a treat. Other favorites in-
clude buffalo wings and a bag
of pork rinds.
Now for the entrees... The
house selection is the fowl,
which they claim to be chicken,
that rotates endlessly in the ro-
tisserie oven. It is meticulously
prepared by the gentleman who
just changed your oil and has
not yet washed his hands. An-
other of their best sellers is the
Jo-Jo. This looks like a potato
skin. I'm not convinced. In any
event, it has enough salt on it to
kill a man in his 50's, but tastes
pretty good. The cheese on it
comes straight from the Cheese
Whiz in aisle three, and if you
want more, you can get your :
own jar for an additional $2.09.
If you want a drink, the Big
Gulp or Slush Puppie are both
Sam's specialties.
The dessert cart is a little
light - ok, there is none. But if
you have a hankering for a Ben
and Jerry's Peace Pop or some
other form of convenience store
ice cream you're in luck. Other
possibilities include anything
from the Hostess rack (the
Snowball goes very well with a
plate of Baby Back Ribs).
After receiving your food, I
suggest you head out to the side-
walk seating. There are no
tables or chairs, but you and
your date can sit on the curb
and take in the fumes of gaso-
line and exhaust. And, you'll get
a chance to spend some time
with the regulars of Sam's. The
later in the night it is, the more
festive the locals can be. While
you might wish you had &.
Kevlar vest or weren't wearing
the latest J. Crew V-neck
sweater, odds are they'll simply
give you a dirty look (or if you're
a female, a salicious grin).
So, if you're interested in a
night of excitement, romance,
and some really greasy meat,
give Sam's a try. You might have
an interesting story to tell. Or
at least a really bad case of the
Mexicali Blues.
Recommend your friends for the Senior
Spotlight. Send their name and why they are
special to Box 702582.
| Name___
| Why they are Special:.
&.«.!
\ \
•L
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Men Visions Of Sugar Plums toured In (fur Heads
What Happened To That Wish List?
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI
5
 Features Editor
When I was about six years old, I wrote
a letter to Santa Claus asking for a Cab-
bage Patch Kid. They had just come out,
and were the hottest items in every store.
They were selling for up to a hundred
dollars on the side of the road, and every
time we passed a Cabbage Patch Kid
stand, I'd beg and beg for my father to
stop. But he never stopped, and instead I
had to place my hopes on the big, rosy
cheeked, bearded man who came from
the North Pole..
Well, I didn't get my Cabbage Patch
Kid that year. When I cried and cried
about how he had let me down'("I was <
such a good girl all year long, Daddyy
Santa Claus doesn't love me/"), my older
brother told me that Santa didn't exist;
that it was really my mother and father
who didn't love me. Hearing thatdidnt
make matters any better. :•.-•'
, The nexcyeari Santa came through for
me(I chose to; "forget" the news my
brother told me the year-before) and,I
received Margaret, my little Cabbage,
Patch baby whose lips were formed, to •
permanently suck a pacifier. She was
wonderful, and I took her everywhere
with me, She came with me to dinner, to
ballet performances and hockey games.
I would hold her until Hell asleep and
my father would pry her out of my arms
so I didn't roll over onto her hard face and
wake up crying, •.•: . .
I loved Margaret until I got her older
sister Rebecca. Rebecca who had hair. I
thing like a Cabbage Patch Kid.
So now I ask Santa Claus for a new
coat, and Santa tells me that I better pick
up a few more shifts at work because he's
a bit busy with the little kids who still
believe in him. And a three hundred dol-
lar leather coat is a little above his bud-
get. Well, it's above mine too, but it
doesn't mean that getting it under the
tree wouldn't be a dream come true.
(Mom and Dad— you know what this
means.)
It seems that we have made sacrifices
over the years, haven't we? The Tonka
trucks, Lego sets, Barbie dolls, and Trans-
former figurines are still being sold to
little girls and little boys all over. And
green and red wrapping paper. They
worked a bit harder during this time of
the year to buy me my doll, to buy my
brother his skateboard, and mysister her
new boom box. And their reward was
watching my face light up brighter than
the star on top of the tree when I saw
what I held in my hands. They have al-
ways told me that the joy we feel as chil-
dren is priceless, and every dime that
they spent on my Christmas presents
were worth it.
So we have different Christmas wishes
now, don't we? We don't write letters to
Santa Claus and hope that mom remem-
bers to send it out on time." Instead we
hope for bigger things that can't be
feline Cabbage Patch Pet. I loved them
all until I got the next doll or the next
toy. Now when 1 go home for the holi-
days, 1 can see Rebecca and Margaret and
Tiger. They're all packed away in an old,
card board box somewhere in the attic,
far away from the things I need now. 1
grew up over the last fourteen years, and
grew too old and too big to love some-
What a wonderful partnership that mom and dad
had with Santa. We told them, and they told him,
and then we got it under the tree. But it doesn't work
that way any more. ,
eachboxth'atlheyuHwrapisfilledwith " wrapped, Ajob after we graduate, a place
that toy'that the'pve always, wanted. .to, live wear that job that doesn't come
What a wonderful partnership that ..withmpman4dai?s,a.partof thepack-
j . J . J i__j ___;.i_ p.,i._ " ' — " age, and maybe a caror twoV I suppose a
red ribbon around my Dodge Viper
NvbiiM'count as wrapping, though.
^ We're getting paslthe:age of'being the
specialgif t receiver and closer to the age
of being the special gift giver. Older sis-
: ters and older brothers are getting mar-
ried, and, we're becoming aunts and
uncles. . . . ..
Someone soon is going to want some-
thing like a Cabbage Patch Kid of their
own, and maybe we'll be the one to give
it to them. Christmas has changed, and
' we thiriBwe've grown out ol the gif tgiv-
mom anddad;had with Santa. We told
(.them* and they taldhinvaraithen we got
,ft under the tree;;>But itdoesh't work that •
, \ v a y a n y m o r e i •;-,• • : j . •'"•••
Winter breaks; are there to make
money so we can afford to buy gifts.
Gif ts have gotten less spectacular and
more practical. Aunts and uncles, grand-
parents and godparents give us little,
white envelopes instead of soft, plush
teddy bears. But it's what we'd rather
have, isn't it? And what's inside of those
white envelopes pays off our credit card
#bj|4s>,<inst!eid of going towards the
leather coats from J. Crew. Those ten
bucks from Grandma are for gas money
instead of going to candy at the dime
store. But would we have it any other
way?
I remember unwrapping my Cabbage
Patch Kid. My parents huddled together
at the end of the couch watching me tear
through the miles and miles of shiny
ing stage. But we haven't. We just work
for the things that we want, and wish for
the things we can't buy. Well, we wish
for some "buyable" things, too.and prob-
ably always will. I don't see how I can
justify spending the tips I earned from
60 tables on one leather coat, but maybe
mom and dad can.
And that Cabbage Patch Kid—I'll b.uy
one if I really want one. A date with
Leonardo DiCaprio would be nice, too,
but I'm not counting on it. The phrase
goes that you can't always get what you
want But if we got everything that we
wanted, what a boring world that would
be. A Cabbage Patch Kid wasn't the only
thing that I wanted as a kid, it's just one
of the things that I wanted and received.
Someone once told me that by this
time in our life, we should be able to get
those things that we really, truly wanted.
We should be able to get them on our
own, by ourselves, and on our own abili-
ties; because the things we get on our
own rarely ever get packed away in card:,
board boxes and stuck in an attic to live:;
out the rest of their lives.. . .. . •.:-,..' ,
There are a lot of things that I want for:
the hew year. But I'm only counting on;,
' Santa for one •'thing—my diploma. That's;:
my Cabbage Patch Kid thisjear.Tirtry;;
to give him a little help with that one.1
And when 1 accept my diploma the fol-
lowing May, I'll know that some dreams
can come true. -i ~ . - "
Maybe fourteen years from now, that
diploma will be stuck in a box just like
my Cabbage Patch Family is, deep
among the cobwebs in my attic. But I'll
want something else when that time
• comes. The cycle will never end.
Top Ten ys to Phone
rder
10. Ask if you get to keep the pizza box. When they say
yes, heave a sigh of relief.
9. Start your order
yourself and say,".
8* When listing t
another pizza.
7i. -In; your
nutrition, and ask;'}
Sinful.
like...". A little later, slap
ant, i(Wi;your piasea, include \
r, ' '' * v
6. Change
5. Order
fighting
4.
to repeat that,
3. Tell them to ddtifcle check ito make>ure your pizza is,
in fact, dead, V, -^ ; V-r i/
( _tJ „ t /
2. Press random n ^ b i a * on y>u*fphone while ordering.
Ask the W S y ^ ^ V ^ ^ ' y *
1. If any of the above practices are rejected by the order,
taker, say, in your best pouty voice, "Last guy let me do
i t . " • * , . •
One will quench your thirst.
The other could set you up for rape.
Which would you drink?
Rape is a sad reality. And it can happen
to anyone. Even you.
When secretly slipped into a beverage,
even a glass of iced tea, sedating
substances can leave anyone vulnerable
to sexual assault. You may not be able
to see it, smell it, or taste it. And you
don't have to be at a bar or club. It
could happen in any social setting.
The tragic fact is that the reasons for
rape really have nothing to do with
you. It happens only because there
are people who wish to harm.
But there are some things thai may help
reduce your risft:
• Always keep your beverage in sight,
• Ala bar or club, accept drinks only
from the bartender or server.
• At social gatherings, don't accept
open-container drinks from anyone.
• If you experience dizziness, extreme
drowsiness, or other sudden and
unexplained symptoms, call .
someone you trust. Go to a hospital
emergency room immediately. Try
to retain a sample of the beverage
for testing.
If you think you've been sexually
assaulted, call (888)999-5545 for a
rape crisis center near you, or call the
police immediately. Don't be afraid to
reach out for help. There are tests to
help prove you've been drugged, antl a
federal law that can put the rapist in
prison for 20 years.
So please, help reduce your risk...
Watch your drink!
THIS PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT IS PROVIDED BY THE
CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER PROTECTION.
/
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Eating During the Holiday Season:
Mall Dining Versus Mather
B Y JULIANNA BOGDANSKI
Features Editor
It's that time of year again. The sales
are numerous; your wallet is slowly
shrinking. But you will inevitably end
up at the mall for longer periods of time
than usual. After a long morning at the
mail or even a long afternoon, you might
not want to face the crowd at Mather.
And you need to eat. The mall is pre-
pared for you—or you and your friends—
to dine on a college budget. And if you
don't mind spending a few more dollars
for a meal, certain restaurants are ready
to serve up something a little fancier.
But let's start with the reality. You
want something fast, and if you don't
want to be pushed and shoved at Mather,
you probably don't want to sit at a table
waiting for your meal either. The mall
offers a few a la carte options that are
perfect for the student shopper on the go.
You've all heard of, or have been to
Sbarrd's. In a remote section of the mall,
down the wing kiddie corner to Filene's
on the bottom level, is where you can
find this inexpensive Italian Eatery. The
line to get your food does extend out into
the corridor, but it moves fairly quickly
and you are eating in no time.
Tables open up, but are filled just as
quickly. Put down your jacket or maybe
even tell your friend to wait at the table,
•I found out the hard way that little chil-
dren do not discriminate when they
•want to color. They don't see a jacket
marking your prized seat; instead,'they
look past it to the fact that there is an
empty table, waiting for their coloring
enjoyment. And their parents are getting
pizza or pasta to bring back to them.
They are content. And you have just lost
your seat. But I'm not bitter. Luckily,
someone else offered me the seat they
were finished using.
Across the way is Au Bon Pain. This is
a good place to go, especially if you are
getting lunch. They have bagels, crois-
sants, gourmet-style sandwiches and
juices. They also serve coffee. If you don't
mind what you spend on a sandwich at
the Bistro on campus, this is comparable
in price, better in taste and a nice change.
And you'll never be stuck without a seat.
Another inexpensive option is La
Cucina. Although I have never been, a
friend of mine said to me just the other
day: "It is the most wonderful place in the
world. The food is so good and pretty
The line at Sbarro's: a testament to fast-food that tastes good. JUL! BOGDANSKI
cheap. They have pastas and pizza and
all sorts of fun stuff. It's cute. 1 love it." If
she loves it, maybe you will, too. The
seating is plentiful, but again, you can
never be too careful. Located next to
Nordstrom, you can't miss it. It is strate-
gically located within the "Trinity cor-
ridor" to attract a young student's
attention.
Bridging the gap from fast and cheap
to sit-down restaurants, is UNO's Chi-
cago Bar and Grill. UNO's is still not too
pricy, but it will definitely eat up a little
bit more of your time. A favorite there is
the personal pizza, which, you can
smother with a number of toppings. The
food is good, but there may be a 15-20
minute wait. Another option would be
to call ahead and have your pizza ready
to pick up and take out. The time frame
on that is around 25 minutes. Eat it on
the shuttle-ride back to Trinity.
If you are able to spare the time and
the dime, there are a few other restau-
rants at WestFarms that might suit your
needs. Houlihan's and Ruby Tuesday's
are two variations on TGIFriday's. For
around ten dollars you can get a nice
pasta dish or chicken. A sandwich at
Houlihan's will run around six or seven
bucks. Houlihan's has an atmosphere
similar to Friday's, but without the but-
ton-clad, hat-wearing waiters and wait-
resses. Ruby Tuesday's is darker, more
bar-like. And the fried-food menu lives
up to that promise.
Other restaurants in the mall include
Mongolian Wok across from UNO's—like
takeout but sit-in—, and the various de-
partment store cafes. If you have more
shopping to finish, or just need a break
from the Trinity dining options, the mall
offers a variety of venues for eating and
brief relaxation before the next round of
gift-getting begins.
Speaks the Trzutln
ano she avrft gonna miss you oaeu
tine next couple of coeeks.
SCORPIO
OCT23-NOV21
Your long lost-love will finally create
some headway in your, relationship
over Thanksgiving break. Play it cool
and you won't screw it up. Spend time
with family in the meantime, there
will be plenty of time to play over
Xmas break.
SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DEC21
Your Turkey Day break will not be
much of a break. In fact, a break-up of
some sort of long-relationship may be
in store. You have seen the signs of
withdrawal. Perhaps it is time to get
rid of that safety blanket
CAPRICORN
DE.C22-.JAN 15
This break, enjoy spending time with
your pet. They have been feeling ne-
glected lately, and so have you. Share
the love, you will both feel warm and
fuzzy.because, well, your pet is warm
and fuzzy. And you won't be getting it
from anywhere else.
AQUARIUS
JAN zo - i a
Thanksgiving break is the time to
thank everyone for the gifts you have re-
ceived all year long. But don't think they
will take this as a cue to give even more.
Santa knows who's been naughty, and
he's told your relatives.
PlSCES .
PE£> \9-MAR2O
Pisces thank their best friends for be-
ing there all year long. Expect them to
thank you in return. They might not be
able to provide much more than a listen-
ing ear or a shoulder to lean your head
on, but sometimes that's all a weary col-
lege student needs.
ARIES
MAR 21 -APR \9
You've been so selfish all year long,
well maybe not always, but enough to
make your friends wonder if you should
be included in their Secret Santa. Be
aware of your actions for the next weeks,
and reap a reward greater than you have
imagined.
j TAURUS
_ APR 20 - MAY 20 _
This break Will be a good opportunity
for you to rest your ailing liver. Drink in
moderation and you won't scare your
parents. For a good time, try renting a
movie, not looking for a hook-up.
to* GEMINI
/M\ MAY21-JUN20
You are Two much to handle these
days. People will be thankful this week-
end that you will be out of sight and out
of mind. Trouble leads to more trouble
if you don't try to get yourself out of it.
CANCER
JUN21-JUL22
Don't be a crab this weekend. Your
friends from home will be excited to see
you and no one likes a party-pooper. Be
careful not to fall into old patterns.
Someone is always watching. Even if
you think tha t they're not around.
LEO
JUL 25-AUG 22
Tame yourself this Weekend. Just be-
cause you are excited to try out all of
the bars at home doesn't mean they are
ready for the lion in you! Take some-
one with you in case you aren't sure you
can keep yourself under control at all
times.
VIRGO
, AUG 25 -5E.PT 22
Soon, you will get a needed break from
your late-night chaos. Get some sleep,
eat some turkey, and try to think why
you lead the life you do. Then tell your
partner why, once and for all, your life
incorporates late-night booty so well.
LIBRA
SE.PT 25 -OCT 22
Weighing both sides of a situation, you
realize this weekend that maybe the
situation will just have to work itself
out. Keep your hand out of it, espe-
cially if it is none of your business. You
will be rewarded with a new friend-
ship.
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HamletMachine: A Postmodern Tale of Afterlife
BY AMY BUCHNER
Arts Writer
Garmany Hall was trans-
formed into a multi-media feast
for the senses on Saturday, No-
vember 21 and Sunday, Novem-
ber 22 with the performances
of playwright Heiner Muller's
HamletMachine, The play is a
postmodernist interpretation of
William Shakespeare's Hamlet,
placing the familiar characters
in Hamlet and Ophelia's world
after death.
In her director's notes, Megan
Shea '99 explains that,
"Postmodern theater focuses on
the decentralization of text. The
text no longer dominates the
play. It operates on the same
level as the images, sound,
movement, lighting, and design;
each element exists on a sepa-
rate track."
The audience was bom-
barded with a stream of visual
images over the course of the
performance. Two TVs flashed
clips of everything from the
sitcom "Friends" to the JFK as-
formance. The audience heard
a great variety of music, from
the lapping sounds of water to
"The Girl from Ipanema." Each
choice was perfectly fitted for
the moment.
The costumes (designed by
Annie Armstrong) enhanced
the visual image as well. From
Hamlet in traditional black
with an alarming touch of red,
to Ophelia and her entourage
dressed in ghostly white, to the
two nuns, each costume was
very effective. The lighting and
the dark, empty set worked to-
gether to create another very
successful visual image.
HamletMachine was di-
rected by Shea and co-directed
by Paige McGinley '99. The two
directors did a wonderful job.
The choreography and block-
ing melded together to create a
well-paced and seamless per-
formance.
The actors were all excellent.
Marjorie Smith '00, as Ophelia
and her female followers (played
by Amanda Holden '02, Gemma
Rhodeside '02, Cristina Lundy
'01, Jacquelyn Maher '01, and
! • / •
KATIE BRYANT
The cast members of the HamletMachine pose after Sunday's show.
their maddening echoes and
dark, expressionless faces.
Matthew Glassman '99 gave
an equally chilling perfor-
mance as Hamlet, spouting po-
litical and social ideas with
tremendous power and emo-
At the end of the piece, the audience has spent an hour listening
and watching and receiving little snippets of ideas about everything
from commercialism, to political uprisings, to religion, to sexuality,
to femininity, and everything in-between.
sassination, while center stage
throughout the entire play was
a film of the asleep actor play-
ing Hamlet.
Music and sound were also a
Melissa Baker '01) with names
like the One the River Did Not
Keep, the Women With Her Ar-
teries Cut Open, and the
Women With Her Head in a Gas
tion. Julie Wyman '01 and
Casey Savage '00 played the
roles of Lenin and Marx, two
nuns mysteriously lurking up-
stage of the action for most of
Eva Shaw '99 and Seth
Abramson '01 recreated the fa-
miliar roles of Gertrude and
Horatio/Polonius to fit Muller's
postmodernist interpretation.
HamletMachine was a truly
interesting piece of theater.
Leaving Garmany Hall, it was
hard to figure out just what
Muller was saying, or just what
HamletMachine was about.
However, after reading the
program notes a second time,
the viewer realizes that this
seeming incoherency was the
intention of the playwright.
Ha m letMachi ne attempts to as-
sault the audience with thou-
sands of images, ideas, and
textures that operate on their
.,,casm level. „, , . .,
At the end of the piece, the
audience has spent an hour lis-
tening and watching and re-
ceiving little snippets of ideas.
The ideas address all social sub-
jects, from commercialism, to
political uprisings, to religion, to
sexuality, to femininity, and ev-
erything in-between. The per-
formance just hints at the
beginnings of these ideas,
Muller and his images con-
tinue to push on to the next idea
and the audience is forced to fol-
low. But when the play is over
the viewers have the seeds of
numerous ideas imbedded
within their heads. Muller pre-
sents the ideas, and then leaves
the audience to sort them out
and explore them on their own.
Save money on books and sell your used ones back to students for more money!
Gome to The Book Swap Monday, Dec. 14 until
Friday, Dec. 18.10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Please check the
upcoming notices for the location!
Brought to you by SGA & ConnPIRG
Contact Patrick Gavin x3030 with any questions
The Book Swap
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Frosted Mini-Hamlet A
Modern Take On The Bard
Cast members pose after the production. KATIE BRYANT
BY DAN FLIGSTEN
Arts Writer
"Who's your daddy Gertrude, whose
your daddy?" wails Claudius as he per-
forms unspeakable acts to Gertrude off-
stage, Hardly an orthodox production,
Frosted Mini-Hamlet is a comical spoof
of the Shakespearean classic. Written by
Robi Churchwell.'OO and directed by
Nora Matthews '.00, this play' was made
possible entirely by Trinity students.
As its name suggests, this play is short,
very short. Lasting twenty odd minutes,
it may very well be the breifest play ever
held on campus. Sonya Hogan, a self-
proclaimed "Trinity Booster" complained
that it was in fact "too brief." Clearly, the
writer was not kidding around when he
named this play FrostedJyli^-Ham^et.
However, the creators of the play
clearly concentrated on quality rather
than quantity and though brief, this play
was "frosted" as could be. Set in contem-
porary society, it replaces Elizabethan
icons with modern day ones. For ex-
ample, chairs are wielded rather than
swords and the characters speak in the
vernacular rather than Shakespearean
English.
The plot, though visibly loose, is rela-
tively close to the original. Hamlet (Chris
Taylor '01) returns home'from college
with his burn-out buddy Horatio (Seth
Abramson '02) to find his mother (Chris-
tina Lundy '01) banging his uncle'
Claudius (David Rothman'02). The pro-
tagonist finds his father (Peter Blair '01)
in a closet, not dead, but ijierely bound.,
in.chains by his eyil uncle. As in the
.original play, Hamlet feigns madness
. and coerces, the two evil lovers to witness .
an actual play of Hamlet in prder,,to.
watch their reactions. . ,.'
Suddenly, something weird happens! ,
Hamlet learns that. Claudius has been
his real father all along. The play ends
in a faux-emotional moment as the two
mortal enemies embrace each other as
father and son. It is this ending that
makes Frosted. Mini-Hamlet not only a
re-write, but a mischievously sick, cre-
ation, ,, _,, .
 fi,.n,,,,« ,i.,
But does it succeed? Well, it definitely
had humorous moments like when
Horatio tells his friend Hamlet, "your
mom's kinda hot man." Considering the
amateur circumstances, it was a well
done play. The acting, though not quite
up to professional standards, was highly
impressive for a college production. It
surely entertained Russel Leghorn, a de-
voted play attendee who remarked that
Frosted Mini Hamlet was, "better than
the original."
t Crtratp Ctipofc
Fall 199^ Elections
S at 9:3,0 PM
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Sports Editca? .
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Subscriptions Manager
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For more information, call us
atx2583.
Stop by Cinestudio next week for
the Alfred Hitchcock double feature.
New prints of Rope and The Birds
showcase the brilliant talent of the
master of suspense. The films, both
classic horror movie fare, will be
showing November 29 thru Decem-
ber 1, starting at 7 PM.
Don't miss The Merlin Ensemble in
a rare performance at AAC. The En-
semble, one of Vienna's premiere mu-
sical troupes, will perform modern
works created by the collaboration of
Hans Eisler and Bertolt Brecht. This
international cast of musicians will
perform in a unique setting featuring
original painting created especially
for this occasion. The performance is
: on December 3, in Goodwin Theater,
at8PM. •: • .
• 'Tis;the Season to head down to'the
Hartford_Bal!et; for a performance of.
The American Nutcracker. The pro-
duction provides an ^ .merican twist
on the classic tale.,With a setting in,
the Siecra Nevades, involving, char-,
acters ranging from Mark Twain to
Native Americans, this promises to
be an unforgettable rendition; The
performance has limited engage-
ment, running November 26 thru
December 5. For tickets, call the
Bushnell Box Office, (860) 987-5900.
Mahoney Retires After
Thirty Years at Trinity
BY BETH GILUGAN
Arts Editor
For the past thirty years, Michael R.T.
Mahoney has served as an art history
professor in Trinity's Fine Arts Depart-
ment. On Friday, November 20, various
members of the Trinity community
(past and present) gathered to pay trib-
ute to Mahoney, who will retire at the
end of the fall semester.
President Dobelle, world-renowned
arts lecturer Madame Rosamond Bernier,
and former students of Mahoney: Dean
Walker '70 (senior curator of European
Decorative Arts and Sculpture at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art), William
Griswold '82 (curator at the J.P. Morgan
work at the National Gallery, where he
curated European art. In 1968, Mahoney
was forced to decide between the posi-
tion of chief curator at a museum on the
West Coast or a job as a professor here at
Trinity. Needless to say, he chose the lat-
ter and took immediately to the rhythms
of academic life.
Professor Mahoney arrived at Trinity
to find an art history department which
consisted of two full-time professors, and
only a slightly larger number of majors.
Today it consists of five full-time profes-
sors, forty two majors, and a slide collec-
tion that has grown to include 200,000
slides. Many in the department credit
Mahoney with playing a large role in
these developments. He is also respon-
sible for creating Friends of Art, a series
Professor Mahoney arrived at Trinity to find an art
history department which consisted of two full-time
professors, and only a slightly larger number of majors.
Library in New York), and Victoria Gar-
dener COates '90 (Fine Arts Professor at
Dickinson College) were among those
who honored Mahoney at the event. Fine
Arts Professor Alden Gordon also an-
nounced that a gallery in a1 soon-to-be
built arts building on campus will be
named after Mahoney. Remarked Profes-
sor Gordon, "Michael can't be replaced by
a person— so we've decided to replace
him with an edifice.":
Professor Mahoney came to Trinity
from the National Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C., where he worked as a
curator. After graduating from Yale,
Mahoney studied art history at the
Courtwald Institute in London. His the-
sis work there sent him all over Europe
doing research at various museums.
Upon completing his studies he went to
which has enabled the college to bring
in various lecturers, including Madame
Bernier.
Mahoney has taught a number of
courses throughout his years at Trinity,
but his focus has been on seventeenth
and eighteenth century painting, archi-
tecture, and decorative art. He has taken
advantage of his sabbaticals, using this
time to travel around the world. During
these trips, he achieved a familiarity
with Asian art and architecture, and.he
has used this knowledge to teach intro-
ductory courses in the arts of India,
China and Japan.
Now he looks forward to his retire-
ment, which will allow him time to re-
lax and do extensive traveling after a
highly productive and fulfilling tenure
at Trinity.
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Studio 47 Concludes
Season With As Crow Flies
BY SARA MERIN
News Editor
This semester's third and fi-
nal installation of the Studio 47:
Works In Progress series took
place on Wednesday, November
18, and featured the musical
trio, As The Crow Flics.
In the program, the group
was billed as performing "origi-
nal world-folk music and spo-
ken word," and original is the
best way to categorize the per-
formance. The group consists of
Victoria Christgau on vocals,
John Marshall on percussion,
and Robert Weinstein on guitar.
All three are tremendous musi-
cians. Christgau has a strong,
moving alto voice, Marshall's
drumming is both intricate and
interesting, and Weinstein plays
guitar with clarity and skill.
The three blended superbly to
form a well-balanced group.
Most of the music that was
performed showcased the skill
arid balance of this group, but a
few songs did not take advan-
tage of the potential sound. For
example, a piece by the Police
that was performed early in the
show dragged and caused the
group to split into three differ-
ent levels that did not quite
mesh.
On the other hand, "New-
foundland" featured a beautiful
sound that did not highlight
ent of the group over
excitement to the songs.
This presentation was not
solely musical. Another major
component, as stated in the pro-
gram, was the spoken word.
The majority of the speaking
was done by Christgau, who
told stories to introduce and ex-
plain the songs.
One of her stories was based
on a movie that she saw as a
child, which revolved around a
boy who woke up one morning
to find himself with green
hair—in the pre-green hair dye
era—and was ostracized from
his village because of his differ-
ence. She then explained that
this boy went to Asia to work in
a leper colony, and at forty, he
ing one another for what is on
the inside, not for external fea-
tures; but the lyrics themselves
were belabored.
In fact, the weakest part of the
performance was the English
lyrics. They expressed wonder-
ful themes such as peace and
acceptance, but they did not al-
ways fit with the music. True
lyrics are poetry, and these were
not.
The strongest lyrics were in
what Christgau called "Native
Victorian," a language that she
made up herself and has been
speaking since she was "three or
four." These sounds conveyed
much more emotion and depth
than the English lyrics, and
Most of the music that was performed
showcased the skill and balance of this
group, but a few songs did not take
advantage of the potential sound.
sounds to their full capacity for
a mellow, soothing effect.
Apart from the balance of the
group, the most distinctive ele-
ment of the presentation was
the use of whale and bird calls
in the songs. Christgau imitated
the animals and, for the'most
part, successfully incorporated
the sounds in to songs. At times,
the addition of animal sounds
was contrived, but when they
worked, they moved beyond the
group's harmonies and added
moved to Africa where he
taughtschooL He was accepted
in both places on the merit of
his good deeds, and no one cared
that his hair was green. In Af-
rica, he married and had chil-
dren, and he then decided to
take his wife and children to see
his hometown. When they ar-
rived, the town was burning,
and he and his family helped to
extinguish the fire. The town
then saw that they were wrong
;IS'Stl'v% Hfm away, and they
apologized
At this point he vanished into
thin air, and a boy who was
there began singing a song
about the lesson that he learned
from the green-haired man.
The song, which Christgau ex-
plained is now traditional in the
small village, was in the style of
a somewhat shaky blues piece.
The entire story was incredibly
contrived, and the lyrics to the
song were worse. They ex-
pressed the positive goal of lov-
they fit with the music with
considerably more ease.
The other portions of the per-
formance that cannot be over-
looked were the musical solos
by Weinstein and Marshall.
Weinstein played a moving solo
with a Spanish air on the guitar.
Later in the performance,
Marshall played the Bodhran
using his hands as opposed to
the traditional Celtic means of
playing with a^uck,and the re-
sult was incredible, Hlcreate'd
a huge array of sounds resulting
in a mesmerizing performance.
Overall, the best word to de-
scribe this performance is
unique. It had elements that
were genuinely beautiful, but
others that seemed to be a dis-
tinct effort to be different—at
times, at the expense of the
piece itself. The individual per-
formers were all superb, but the
overall performance did not live
up to the talent of its compo-
nents.
Go Meet Joe Black
BY LIZ KISZONAS
Arts Editor
W WV/MnTJOEjLACK CCV 'PHOTCM HI f.'l
Brad Pitt, as Death, falls for Claire Forlani.
There's a catch in every story
though. Joe Black falls,for
Parrish's beautiful daughter, Su-
san (played by newcomer Clair
Forlani), who reciprocates the
interest. The movie deals with
this problem of life meeting
death, in the literal sense, sur-
prisingly well.
MeetJoeBlackisontoi those
rare "complete" movies, inte-
grating many genres: from com-
edy to romance to drama. And
it even comes with a lesson in
the end.
While much of the movie
does indeed deal with the kin-
dling romance between Susan
and Joe Black, the film also
delves into the deeper issues.
Any plot which involves the
imminent death of a main char-
acter is bound to address the
deeper issues of life at some
point. Such is the case with
Meet Joe Black, However, the
movie manages to avoid the
:'weepy,"sap'py aspects of this
subject matter. Instead, the film
talks about appreciating life,
even those small, peanut but-
ter-esque moments. Hopkins'
character, on the verge of death,
awakens to life.
The movie is obviously not
one of the most realistic fares
out there. It requires a certain
simple appreciation for the
imaginative. With a length of
three hours, the film may tax
your endurance, but in the end,
it is worth every minute.
"There are two things in life
that are certain: death and
taxes," quotes a character in the
new film, Meet Joe Black,
"Death, and taxes?" inquires the
sardonic Joe Black, a.k.a. The
Grim Reaper, (Brad Pitt).
This sort of macabre humor
pops up throughout the movie,
based on the 1934 classic, Death
Takes a Holiday. The film tells
the story of Death's adventures
as he takes a brief vacation in
the Land of the Living.
Claiming one of the most at-
tractive bodies around, Death
reinvents himself as Joe Black,
a man of mysterious back-
ground and veiled past. Joe
Black wants to experience life at
its fullest; this means even the
humdrum everyday stuff. So
joe Black goes looking for a tour
His victim comes in the form
of William Parrish, (played by
Anthony Hopkins), a tycoon
whose days are numbered. Joe
Black strikes a deal with
Parrish. In exchange for giving
Death the grand tour of life,
Parrish is granted a little time
before he must face his inevi-
table demise.
Joe Black finds joy in the little
things of life, ecstatically savor-
ing a spoonful of peanut butter,
for instance.
The Siege: A Fast-Paced Thriller set in NYC
powerful, and you can just tell
from looking at Annette Bening
that something's not quite right
with her. Set in NYC, the film
starts with a public bus being
terrorized by a mysterious Arab
terrorist group that doesn't
seem to want to make any de-
the citizens and government
demand stronger action. Even-
tually, Willis' military force is
let loose in the city and a state
of martial law is declared. Even
this doesn't stop, the terrorists';
from continuing to blow up
various buildings and busses
Just to warn you, this movie isn't for those
who can't take a little blood and guts,
there's plenty of it in this flick
the plof can be predictable,:
there are several twists that
keep the viewer interested. The
filming and montage are both
well done. This is analtogether
quality.film that I would say is
worth seeing.
Want to escape
those winter blues?
COI I'rtTHFINlJFR CO/.VEW/REVIEW/0,1683,366,0O.HTML
Denzel Washington stars in Edward Zwick's The Siege.
BY GRAHAM THOMAS
- Arts Writer
If you're looking, for a fast-
paced action thriller, The Siege
is right up your ally. Starring
Denzel Washington as the head
of the FBI's terrorism task force,
Tony Shalhoub (better known
as Antonio from Wings) as
Washington's partner, Bruce
Willis as a military general, and
Annette Bening as a sketchy
CIA agent, The Siege is not lack-
ing in star talent. It really pays
off too. It would be a gross un-
derstatement to say that
Washington's screen presence is
mands. Shortly thereafter, an-
other bus is attacked, but this ,
time an Arab with an explosive
strapped to his chest blows up
the bus.
The scene is quite shocking
because just as Washington
seems to be making some head-
way in negotiating with the ter-
rorists, the bus explodes
violently, killing the ten of so
elderly persons on their way out
of the door of the.bus. Just to
warn you, this movie isn't for
those who can't take a little
blood and guts, there's plenty of
it in this flick. As the FBI
struggles to unravel the mys-
tery of the Arab terrorist group,
throughout the city. To make it
worse, the FBI and the army
can't cooperate, in fact they are
often at each others' necks.
The Siege deal's with what
would happen if terrorism be-,
came a much more serious
problem in the U.S. than it is
now. It shows concentration
camp conditions in which in-'
nocent citizens are ushered into
football fields lined with
barbwire, arid in which cap-
tured enemies are tortured.
While this may sound a little bit
sick, it really does show how
bad thesituation could become.
Besides, the whole movie isn't
about blood and torture. While
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Around
The Puker at the Party Barn
Friday Night at the 80s Party,
AT spied a nasty situation. It
wasn't the multiple and mu-
tated versions of Madonna. And
ho, it wasn't even the large man
dressed as an even larger
woman. (The blond wig wasn't
fooling anyone, honey.) Rather,
it was the hook-up couple and
their companion, a lone puker,
who rained on their parade. As
if this wasn't bad enough, the
cuddly couple were so preoccu-
pied that a passerby had to stop
their hot and heavy session to
tell them. Guess they couldn't
tell the difference between an
ocean of other people's sweat
and other people's sickness.
The Passer-Outer at the
Party Bathroom
A later stage of the puke-fest
was taken over by someone else.
One poor soul was found passed
out, face in toilet, in the Men's
room at the Party Barn during
the 80s Party. Someone had to
crawl underneath the stall on
an already nasty floor to rescue
him. Looks like he preferred to
kiss the porcelain, not a person.
Three Girls and a Lawn
Thursday night was a main
event on President Dobelle's
lawn. No boys, it wasn't a
dream, three drunken beauties
were reenacting their favorite
scenes from the latest episode
of WWF. Body-slamming, and
tackling, these ladies used no
body doubles. Bet they were
doubling over in embarrass-
ment later. Maybe these girls
have a future in nude mud wres-
tling... and who says Trinity
doesn't prepare you for the real
world
The Aliens are Coming
With the onset of the fall sea-
son, changes in the squirrel
population are highly visible as
they prepare for hibernation.
Except for the fact that they are
eating at every turn, they are
starting to frighten me. Every
time AT walks by the English
Department building, at least
five or more squirrels are in cir-
cular formation with their
heads buried in the ground. It is
eerie the way they nibble, in a
circle, with one ring leader in
the center, eating in time. We
have heard the X-Files claim
"the truth is out there." It may be
on it's way, and using the squir-
rels as the medium for arrival.
Ji
"Freaks of Culture"
The next Trinity Seminar Lecture of the Center for
Collaborative Teaching and Research will be "Freaks
of Culture: The Zoo, the Museum, and the Sideshow,"
given by Rachel Adams of Columbia University.
The lecture will take place on Monday, December, 7
4 p.m., in the Smith House, followed by reception/dis-
cussion.
Dr. Adams' multimedia presentation will address is-
sues of cultural difference as portrayed in early 20th
Century American popular culture (in world fairs, mu-
seum displays and sideshows) and the emerging dis-
ciplines of anthropology and zoology.
If you are interested in attending additional events
with Dr. Adams on December 8th~Tuesday morning
breakfast or lunch/colloquium, please contact Drew
Hyland or Janet Bauer in order to schedule these meet-
ings.
Discussion of Israeli Culture
On Monday, November 30,1998 at 7:00 pm in
McCook Library, the Israeli Club will be presenting a
movie on Israel.
A discussion of Israeli culture will immediately fol-
low the film.
Light refreshments will be available.
All are welcome!
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, Nov; 25 .
12:00 pm Rom&n Catholic Mass
. Crypt. Chapel
Thursday, Nov. 26
'. 630 pm. : Zen Meditation
. . - . - ' . CryptChapel
Sunday, Nov. 29
5:00 pm Roman Catholic Mass
7:00 pm Vespers Service
PERFORMS
The Merlin Ensemble
On Thursday, December 3 at 8.00 pm in the Goodwin
Theater, The Center Artists Series presents The Merlin
Ensemble.
The Ensemble, one of Vienna's premiere musical
groups, will give a rare performance of modern works
created by Hans Eisler and Bertolt Brecht.
This international cast of musicians, hailing from
four countries, will perform in a unique setting featur-
ing original paintings created especially for this occa-
sion by artist Robert Schaberl.
Admission is $12 general and $8 discount.
Who the Hell is Juliette?
On Wednesday, December 2 in Cinestudio, the Latin
American and Spanish Film Festival will continue with
Who the Hell isjuliettel
While director Carlos Ma rcovich was filming a mu-
sic video in Cuba with Mexican model Fabiola Quiroz,
he was struck by a teenaged prostitute's resemblence
to his green-eyed star.
Getting to know Juliette and filming her on and off
for three years, Mirchovich has created a totally new
kind of documentary.
As she talks matter-of-factly about selling her body
to the tourists who haunt Havana, her chaotic family
history, and her dreams for the future, Juliette is no
longer the passive subject of a film, but a living, breath-
ing, human being who engages the audience in a teas-
ing and tragic pas-de-deux.
Speaker Juan Mandelbaum, a producer and director,
will present the 91 minute film and a discussion will
follow.
Reggie Montgomery Directs
Running from Tuesday, December 8 through Satur-
day, Decmber 12, the Department of Theater and Dance
will present Reggie Montgomery Directs, an original
work of theater staged by the veteran Hartford Stage
director, Reggie Montgomery.
This work looks at violence in the suburbs perpe-
trated by young people and asks the questions "Who is
responsible?", "Why do these crimes occur?", and "How
different are these from crimes in the city?" .
This production takes on the task of exposing and
acknowlaging, but not solving, these issue.
The production will be acted by students in his Trin-
ity Ensemble Performance Workshop.
The performance will take place in Garmany Hall
at 8:00 pm all nights. Admission is $8 general and $5
discount.
Pecker (R) Fri., Nov. 27 9:00 pm
Sat., Nov. 28 2:30 pm, 9:00 pm
(1998) Written and directed by John Waters. Case Edward Furlong, Christina Ricci, Martha Plimpton, Mary Kay
Place, Lili Taylor, Patty Hearst. It was a red letter day for camp when John Waters convinced a judge that Pecker's
hero got his nickname for picking at his food, and it's always time to celebrate when the ultimate schlockmeister gets
a chance to make what he calls "another celluloid atrocity." Edward Furlong's Pecker is a Baltimore eccentric who
snaps photos of everything around him, from his grandmother's statue of the Virgin Mary to fast food and lesbian
strippers. Pecker's naivete is put to the test, however, when his photos are discovered by the New York art world. "If
scandal, sleaze and celebrity worship are our national religion, then John Waters is an American prophet"
- J. Hoberman, Village Voice. 87 min.
Rope (not rated) Sun., Mon., & Tue. 7:00 pm
Nov. 29,30, & 31 nightly
(1948) Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Script by Arthur Laurents, based on the play by Patrick Hamilton. Cast:
Farley Granger, James Stewart, John Dall, Joan Chandler. Cinestudio is pleased to present radiant new prints of two
films showcasing he innovative genius of Alfred Hitchcock. The director's first color film is experimental on several
levels, beginning with its dazzling ten-minute takes, each shot without a single cut. Based on a true story, Rope is also
unusual for its two murderers, old college friends (and obviously lovers) who kill a man to prove their professor's
theory of fascistic superiority. Farley Granger is unforgettable as the neurotic pianist with a taste for Faure, and
James Stewart, in his first Hitchcock film, already portrays the moral ambiguities that are to come in Vertigo and
Rear Window. 80 min.
The Birds (not rated) Sun., Mon., & Tue. 8:30 pm
Nov. 29,30, & 31 nightly
(1963) Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Screenplay by Evan Hunter, from the story by Daphne du Maurier. Sound
consultant: Bernard Herrmann. Cast: Tippi Hedren, Rod Taylor, Suzanne Pleshette, Jessica Tandy. Only someone
with the sheer cinematic brilliance of Alfred Hitchcock could pull off The Birds, a greatly entertaining horror film
that is also a surrealistic reflection on the precariousness of life. Unlike Rope, much of The Birds was improvised
during shooting, with Hitchcock rewriting the script to link each attack to the inner tensions of its characters. The
movie opens as Rod Taylor and Tippi Hedren meet in a pet shop, but their tentative romance is soon paralleled by a
surprising revolt of nature. The suspense is heightened by composer Bernard Herrmann's evocative use of sound, as
children's running feet and the rustling of wings take the place of any music. 120 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Handel's Messiah
On Sunday, December 6 at 3 pm at the Bushnell,
the Hartford Symphony Orchestra and the Hartford
Chorale, led by conductor Henley Denemead, will
perform Handel's legendary oratorio, Messiah.
Tickets can be ordered by phone at (860) 987-5900.
Groups save up to 25% - call (860) 246-8742 for de-
tails.
Go to www.hartfordsyrnphony.org for more infor-
mation.
A Tribe Called Quest
MassConcerts and Universtity Productions &
Concerts (UPC) will present A Tribe Called Quest live
in concert.
The show will take place at The Mullins Center
at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst on
Monday, November 23 at 8:00 pm. Doors open at 7:00
pm.
A Tribe Called Quest, a group who has unleashed
a brand of hip hop that refuses to exclude anybody,
has been on the rap scene since 1989.
Their crossover sound has been a staple on col-
lege campuses throuout the ninties.
Their reputation for putting on energetic live
shows is legendary.
Tickets are on sale, $22.50 in advance,- at the,
Mullins Center Box Office and all TicketMaster lo-
cations.
To charge by phone, call TicketMaster at (413)733-
2500 or (860) 525-4500.
Abstract Expression
Running now through December 13 at the Long
Wharf Theatre, is Abstract Expression, a play by
Theresa Rebeck, author of Spike Heels and writer of
NYPDBlue.
This production, which has been hailed as a nitty
gritty New York kind of comedy, is being directed
by Greg Learning.
Tickets are on sale nightly at the Long Wharf The-
atre in New Haven.
Call (203) 787-4282 or (800) 782-8497 for more
^information. , , .
A
Goldwater Scholarship
AH Trinity College students interested in a career
in mathematics, the natural sciences, or engineer-
ing are invited to apply for the Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship and Excellence in Education Program.
In April 1999, the Foundation will award schol-
arships to students who will be college juniors or
seniors during the 1999-2000 academic year.
The award covers eligible expenses up to a maxi-
mum of $7500 per year.
In order to be considered for an award, student
must be nominated by their institution.
The deadline for receipt of nominations is Janu-
ary 15. Interested sophomores or juniors should con-
tact David Howery at x5189 by December 1.
Internships
Many interesting West Coast (and some Colo-
rado) full time and summer job opportunities are
, available to Trinity Students through the East West
' Connection. (A Resume Referral Program) Resume
deadline is Monday November 23 at 4pm.
Please stop by the Career Services Office or
. Check the library reserve desk for the Red Binders.
Retirement Party
Ms. Astrid Shorey, Administrative Assistant for
Modern Languages and Literature, and for Classics,
is retiring after almost two decades of service.
Come join us at a party to wish her well on Tues-
day, December 15 at the Reese Room of the Smith
House, 4:00-6:00 p.m.
If you wish to contribute to a gift for her, please
contact Professor Sonia Lee, Ext. 2172.
Gay/Straight Dinner
Professor Patricia Tillman and The Office of
Multicultural Affairs cordially invites you to a din-
ner for Friends and Family of the Gay/Straight Al-
liance.
The dinner will take place on Thursday, Decem-
ber 3,1998 at 6 p.m. at 105 Kenyon Street, Hartford,
CT.
Transportation will be provided and will leave
from Mather Hall driveway at 5:45 p.m
Now PLAYING
Showcase Cinemas - 936 Silver Lane
Antz(PG)
Belly (R)
Enemy of the State (R)
I Still Know (R)
I'll Be Home (PG)
Living Out Loud (R)
Meet Joe Black (PG13)
Rugrats (G)
-The Siege (R)
TheWaterboy(PGD)
The Wizard of Oz(G)
Times are valid through Thursday, November 26
Prices $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6:00 pm
For scheduling information call (860) 568-8810
12:00 pm, 2:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 6:00 pm
7:40 pm, 9:35 pm, 10:05 pm
10:30 am, 1:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:00 pm, 9:40 pm
10:45 am, 1:20 pm, 4;10 pm, 7:15 pm, 10:00 pm
1:30 pm, 4:2 0 pm, 7:30 pm, 10:20 pm
12:30 pm, 2:50 pm, 5:10 pm, 7:45 pm, 10:15 pm
1:30 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:20 pm, 9:40 pm
12:10 pm, 2:10 pm, 4:10 pm, 7:05 pm
9:05 pm
12:00 pm, 3:30 pm. 7:00 pm, 10:30 pm
1:00 pm, 4:30 pm, 8:00 pm
10:30 am, 12:40 pm, 2:50 pm, 5:00 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:20 pm
11:00 am, 1:10 pm, 3:20 pm, 5:30 prn, 7:40 pm
1:10 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:50 pm
12:50 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:05 pm, 7:20 prn, £25 pm,
1:20 pm, 3:25 pm, 5:35 pm, 750 pm, 10:20 pm
11:30pm
3 screens
2 screens
2 screens
2 screens
2 screens
Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, November 26
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information call (860) 666-8489
Practical Magic (PG13)
There's Something About Mary (R)
1:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:10 prn
2:00 pm, 4:10 pm, 7:00 pm, 9;10 pm
Real Art Ways Theater - 56 Arbor Street in Hartford
Times are valid through Thursday, November 26
For scheduling information & prices call (860) 232-1006
L o l i t a(R) 2:45 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:10 pm
MCEC Hours Thanksgiving Break
On Wednesday, November 25th, MCEC will
be locked at 12:00pm with no ID access for
Thanksgiving Vacation.
MCEC will remain locked until Monday
morning, November 30th. There will be ID
access starting at 12:00pm Sunday, November
29th. Consultants will be off-duty November
25th at 12:00pm.
They will return to duty on Monday,
November 30th at 9:00am.
Spring 1999
Elections
Tuesday, December 8
at 9:30 PM
In tne Tripod Office
(Jackson Basement)
All Positions Are
Available
For more information,
call us at x2583.
Classifieds
Spring Break
Cancun, Florida, etc.
Best Hotels, Parties/Prices. Book Early and Save!!!!
Barn Money and Free Trips!!!!
Campus Reps/Organizations Wanted
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013
wwwicpt.com
HOW DOES $800/WEEK INCOME SOUND TO YOU???
Amazingly profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
International
1375 Coney Island
. Brooklyn NY 11230
Part Time
Lifeguards/Swim Instructors
Great pay, flexible hours, free membership to state of the
art facility.
Students Welcome.
Current Certs needed
. 522-4183x349 '
YMCAEOE
WANTED
MERCHANDISER; A local beverage distributor is
looking for a person 20 hours a week to do pack outs of
our products in major chain stores. Must have own
transportation. Please contact Rbgo Distributors 145
Commerce Way, South Windsor CT 860-528-9381 ask
for Kevin Byrnes or Bob Aronne.
ACT NOW!
Call for best Spring Break prices to South Padre (Free
meals), Keywest, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Panama
City. Reps Needed. Travel Free, Earn Cash. Group
Discounts for 6+. www.leisuretours.com /800-838-
8203
Breto's Pizza UNDER NEW MANAGEMENTFree Delivery Open Late
(860) 278-4334 / (860) 278-4527
24 New Britain Avenue, Hartford, CT
"The Best Pizza in Hartford"
Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m-3 a.m.
Friday-Saturday 11 a.m-4 a.m.
We Deliver a Full Line of Cigarettes, Garcia, and Phillies
Breto's Pizza
Small (12") $5.00 Topping $.50
Large (16") $8.00 Topping $1.00
Sheet (18x24"). $15.00 Topping......... $2.50
Special Meat Dough.... Sm. $10.00 Lg. $15.00
PIZZA TOPPINGS
Mozzarella
Pepperoni
Anchovies
Onions
Pineapple
Bacon
Ham
Olives
Spinach
Tomato
Peppers
Hamburger
Sausage
Broccoli
Mushrooms
Eggplant
Hot PeppersRicotta
Fresh Garlic Sun Dried Tomatos
Always—Extra Cheese No Charge
W E ACCEPT g |
SPECIALTIES DINNERS
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp $7.50
Eggplant Parmesan. $6.50
Shells $5.00
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp $7.50
Specialty Pizzas
5m. / Lg. / Sheet
Hawaiian Pizza $6.00 /10.00 /20.00
Sewed with Cheese, Ham and Pineapple
Red Veggie Design $8.50 /15.50 /22.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
toes, etc.
White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /12.50 /22.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh'tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp Pie $10.00 /15.00 /30.00
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
Max's Preferred $8.50 /12.50 / 22.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scullions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
Hot for the Heart $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
Deep Spinach Pie Pizza $8.50 / 12.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with, a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta. cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
Stuffed Shells . / ^ " r w F R F F \ $ 6 ' 5 0
Manicotti.. • ( «°^.-F?E E- \ • •• • $6.50
Lasagna \ ^arhc Bread )
 $?5Q
Chicken Parmesan. . X . a n d S a l a d . / . . . . . .$7.50
Veal Parmesan .^ TrTTTTTTTT $7.50
Caizone. $6.00 ($.75 per item)
Baked Ziti . . . $5.00
GRINDERS & SUBS
Half Whole
BLT $4.25 $5.75
Meatball. $4.25 $5.75
Cooked Salami . . ; $4.25 $5.75
Genoa Salami.. . • ; . . . . . . . .
 v . . " $4.25 : • $5,75; ..." \
Pepperoni. ....."."...':....'"... $4.25 ' $5.75
Tuna. . . $4.25 $5.75
Hamburger . . ; " ' . . . . . , . . . . ; A. .$4.50 . ,, $6.00 \ : T
Cheeseburger $4.75 $6.25
Ham & Cheese $4.25 $5.75
Sausage $4.25 $5.75 . . .
Veggie $4.25 $5.75
Eggplant $4.25 . • $5.75
Italian $4.95 $6.25
Roast Beef $4.95 $6.25
Turkey $4.95 $6.25
V e a l . . . . $4.95 $6.25
Turkey & Bacon $4.95 $6.25
Chicken Parmigiana $4.95 $6.25
Pastrami $4.95 $6.25
Steak & Cheese $4.95 $6.25
Gyro (Steak & Cheese, Chicken or Lamb & Meat) $4.95
w/fries $5.50
Sides & Salads
Maricoppi Bread $3.50
A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
French Fries $1.50
OnionRings . . $2.80
Mozzarella Sticks (8 pcs.) $4.50
Hamburger $2.25
w/fries $3.50
Cheeseburger $2.50
w/fries $3.80
Fish & Chips . . $7.50
Half Chicken (w/salad, fries & garlic bread) $6.95
Buffalo Wings (w/blue cheese) $4.95
Chef Salad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 ; •-... . . . . . . . $6.00
Greek S a l a d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00
Tuna Salad $6.00
Antipasto $ 6.00
Tossed Salad . . . . $4.00
Caesar Salad $5.00
r2LARGEpTzZAs"i
Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter
$16.95 tax incl.
278-4334
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB 5.00 Plenty for two!
i"
I
I
I
i
SMALL PIZZA
3 Topping + 1 Liter Soda
$7.00 tax incl.
278-4334
"I
g
I
g
B
I""ARGE"prz"zA 1
• Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter B
I Soda $10.00 tax incl. I
i r
278-4334 I
CALZONE
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
\2 WHOLE GRINDERS!
Only
$10.95 tax incl.
M m 278-4334
1 BUFFALO WINGS
8
g
g
Fries + Bread + Salad
$6.50 tax incl.
278-4334
a
g
g
a
la
B
s
g
GYRO
Fries + Can of Soda
$5.00 tax incl.
BUY 1 DINNER
Get 2nd at 1/2 Price
Free Salad and Garlic Bread
2Jk423L
 wmmKmd""™n
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Coming Up For A in
Nate Folkemer '01 cuts through the water on his way
to victory. See story on page twenty-two.
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Ice Princesses Win 4-1
BY HEIDI NOTMAN
Sports Writer
The Trinity Women's Ice Hockey team
has started the year off on the right foot.
On Sunday afternoon, the Lady Bantams
faced off against Skidmore. Trinity won
by a final score of 4 to 1. Although this
was a nonleague game, the victory was
important as it got the ladies ready for
future competitions. This year marks the
first time that Trinity has had a Varsity
Women's Ice Hockey team in the ECAC
Women's Ice Hockey alliance. The alli-
ance is composed of 16 Division III teams
in the Northeast, including schools such
as Middlebury, Wesleyan, Williams, and
Head Coach joe Snecinski. This is coach
Snecinski's second year with the Trinity
Women's team.
The Lady Bantams have a very busy
winter coming up. With 22 league games
in the next 3 months, they will have their
work cut out for them. This year's team
is bigger than any one in the past, with
24 women on the roster. The strength in
numbers will be a key factor for the team
over the coming months. Their next
competition is on the road during the
first weekend in December. They play
Bowdoin on Friday December 4th, and
then Bates on Saturday December 5th.
This is a young team, full of potential
and raw energy. If they are to excel in
their alliance this season and beyond, the
This is a young team, full of potential and raw energy.
If they are to excel in their alliance this season and
beyond, the attitude which they displayed in this early
season match-up will have to continue.
Colgate.
Trinity took the lead early in the first
period, with two goals, one by Heidi
Notman '99 and one by Emma Fuerst '00.
Skidmore was able to score once during
the first period, but the Bantams tight
defense kept the puck out of Trinity's
defensive zone most of the time. The sec-
ond period was scoreless for both teams,
but Trinity once again took control in the
third period, with goals by Erin Sousa '00
and Alicia Flynn '02. Co-captain and
goalkeeper Shanna Henderson 099)
played an excellent game, stopping 16
shots.
"I am really impressed with our play.
Our forecheck was working really well
today, and it provided us with a lot of
offensive opportunities," commented
Henderson, "1 am pleased with today's
outcome. This shows we are really ready
competitors,"
attitude which they displayed in this
early season match-up will have to con-
tinue. Seniors such as Notman and
Henderson will be instrumental to the
team's success, and their actions will
helpdictate what kind of leadership this
squad has to rally around. Fuerst too will
assume a large role on the team, as she
has dedicated a great deal of time to the
sport she loves.
Other teams in the alliance will
present a bit of a challenge for the young
Bantams, such as the Middlebury and
Williams'squads. However, there is most
certainly room for this Trinity team- to
give them a true run for their money in
the alliance already. They are poised and
prepared, and they have come too far to
let this opportunity slip by in this early
stage of the season. Only time will tell,
but it appears as if this team has the be-
ginnings of s. pptenuaVpower.
Come Run With The
Hartford Wolf Pack
Trinity Students Save With The Wolf,Pack.
$10.00 Best Available Tickets Available With Trinity ID*
November 26 vs.
Providence Bruins
November 29 vs.
New Haven Beast
December 5 vs.
Lowell Lock Monsters
All Games Played At The Hartford Civic Center
Group Rates Available By Calling 246-PUCK
* Student Discount Available Starting 2 Hours Prior To GameTime
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Diving Right In
Swimming Gets The Water Churning
BY ALLISON LANZETTA
Sports Writer
The Trinity College Swim-
ming and Diving team began
their season Saturday after a
very successful preseason run.
Both teams made the long voy-
age up to Waterville, ME for
their first meet of the season on
Saturday against Colby College.
The duel began at high noon
and the Bantams were ready to
take on the challenging Mules.
The men, graduating only
one senior from last year's team
and gaining a large group of tal-
ented freshmen, were optimis-
tic with the depth that the team
will experience this season.
The outlook for the women,
on the other hand, was a little
different considering the loss of
four seniors from last year's
team. For the lady Bantams, the
returners will have to push each
other, as well as the freshmen to
swim at an elevated level.
Led by a group of outstand-
ing swimmers, the men's team
proved successful over Colby
College. Ryan Young '00 had
quite a day blowing the Mules
out of the water in the 500 and
1000 yard freestyle. Young con-
tinued his success by over-
whelming his opponents in the
100 yard breaststroke. Mike
Gorman '00 and Chris Nicholas
'01 proved to be a threat to the
Mules in the backstroke and in-
dividual medley events.
Gorman came out victorious in
both the 100 and 200 yard
backstrokes while Nicholas
grabbed first place in the 200
yard individual medley. Nicho-
las also finished in the top 3 in
the backstroke event.
Christian Sterling '02 and
Andrew Lovig '00 fearlessly
conquered the painful 200 yard
butterfly, taking first and sec-
ond place respectively. On the
boards, however, Trinity was
elated with the performance of
Brad Albus '00. Albus twisted
and turned his way to first place
in the one meter event and sec-
ond in the three meter diving.
Certainly his performance was
a key in the men's victory.
The women's team, strug-
gling with absence and injury,
did not have as much luck as the
men. Emily Polito '00 got the
meet off to an exciting start by
winning the 1000 yard freestyle.
Neck and neck with the persis-
tent Colby challenger, Polito
fought hard in the waning mo-
ments to pull ahead and out
touch her rival. Polito asserted
her dominance again in the dis-
tance events by winning the 500
yard freestyle as well. Cory Ber-
nard '01 surprised the Mules by
taking first place in the 200 yard
backstroke, 100 yard butterfly,
and the 200 yard individual
medley.
The freshman class helped
support the Lady Bantams as
Lydia Barrett '02 and Katie
Lafleur '02 endured the 200'
yard butterfly, finishing second
and third respectively. Lafleur
proceeded to finish second in
the 200 yard individual medley.
The women divers had a good
showing on the boards as Katie
Bryant '01 continued to prove
herself as a danger to the oppo-
sition. Bryant took second place
in the one meter board and dove
to victory in the three meter
event. SueChamilion'99,Jessica
Harmon '02 and Mollie Malick
'02 put in fine efforts to support
their teammates.
Overall, both teams were sat-
isfied with their performances.
Pumped up by victory and not
drowned by defeat the teams are
looking forward to their next
opponent, UMASS/Dartmouth,
and a successful year.
Birthday boy Bradford "Boogie Nights" Albus
hits his dive at Colby.
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Springfield Tournament Challenges Bantams
BY JASON GABRIELE
Sports Editor
The 9th annual Doug Parker
invitational tournament took
place all day Saturday at Spring-
field College. For the past nine
years 18 schools have been in-
vited to Springfield Massachu-
setts to take part in an event that
exhibits all the excitement of a
post season challenge.
The tournament is highly
competitive and is the main de-
vice used to determine the New
England individual rankings
for the first part of the season.
Placing in the top six at the
Springfield tournament guar-
antees a wrestler that he will be
a force to be reckoned with in
the New England College Con-
ference Wrestling Association
(NECCWA).
As a result of injuries and
NCAA regulations on two sport
athletes.Trinity was only repre-
sented by seven wrestlers in this
year's tournament. This is far
fewer than most opposing
teams, but the Bantams must al-
low for time to heal the depth of
their wounds. As a result of
such few numbers, it was no
surprise that the overall Trinity
team score didn't impress the
voters in this week's polls.
Even without a full team, the
Bantam's wrestled an impres-
sive showing and finished
within the top 15. Leading the
charge again for the Bantam
squad were Mike Marcucio '01
(133), Riad deFritas '01 (141), and
Ted Govola '01 (165). Marcucio
had yet another fine perfor-
mance this week, finishing in
second place in the 133 pound
slot.
Marcucio, who was seeded
4th, refuted those who judged
him so poorly by ravaging his
The Bantams anxiously await the return of Steve Mulvihill '01.
opponents in the first and sec- Marcucio would have to face
ond rounds. Marcucio domi-
nated his first opponent with a
10-0 decision and then contin-
ued to governhis bracket by
pinning his next victim in 1:35,
which would advance him to
the semifinals. In the semis
Aaron Becker of WP1. Becker
was seeded number 1 and was
expected to win the tourna-
ment, especially after he had
defeated Marcucio last week 5-
2. In what head coach Sebastian
Amato called "Mike's best colle-
AMY COOK
giate match ever," Marcucio
avenged last week's loss by con-
quering Becker handily 6-3.
Becker's dreams were shattered
and Marcucio had himself a
ticket to the finals where he
would find Western New
England's John Kanavich.
The injured Oliver Page '01 is a crucial part of the Bantam wrestling team. AMYCOOK
Kanavich is a division 1 transfer
student and carries a name as
one of New England's best.
Seeded 3rd, and proving his ca-
pabilities, Kanavich defeated
Marcucio 6-2.
deFritas continued last
week's success by finishing in
the top six at Springfield. Wres-
tling seven matches, deFritas
finished the day with a record
of five wins and two losses. Af-
ter losing in his second match,
deFritas won four straight to
earn a position in the consola-
tion semi finals where he was
defeated by a narrow margin
decision 7-2 by Coast Guard's
Kevin Duffy.
Govola, who was seeded 5th,
finished in the top 12 out of 24
wrestlers. Govola lost in his sec-
ond round match to Plymouth
State but fought back to win
two more times before losing to
a different Coast Guard oppo-
nent Josh Semick.
Jason Gabriele '99, Mathew
Banas '02, Thomas Chew '02,
and Devin Koller '02 all
wrestled, competitively on Sat-
urday and are expected to make
major contributions to this
year's team.
Overall, coaches Amato and
Gary Alford were pleased with
the showing for Trinity. "It's
very difficult to come to a tour-
nament like this with only
seven guys and expect the team
score to compare with the com-
petition," commented Alford.
Amato added, "We wrestled
with great intensity. We did
what we could with what little
we had but most importantly,
we didn't come in last."
The Bantam's will have the
upcoming week off because of
Thanksgiving but will return
hungry on December 5, at home
against Western New England
and Wagner at 1:00p.m.
This Week in Sports
Date
24 Nov.
Tues.
25 Nov.
Wed.
26 Nov.
Thurs.
27 Nov.
Fri.
28 Nov.
Sat.
29 Nov.
Sun.
30 Nov.
Mon.
Men's
Basketball
Eastern
Connecticut
@7:30
Women's
Basketball
® Albertus
Magnus
@7:00
Men's and
Women's
Swimming
Wrestling
-
Men's Ice
Hockey
Spurrie#
Turnament @
Wesleyan
Trinity vs.
Wesleyan @
4:00
Spurrier
Tournament
Consolation/
Finals @
1:00/4:00
Women's
Ice Hockey
NFL Fun Facts
^ K ^
Cris Carter (left) leads Minnasota over Green Bay 28-14. The
Raven's Priest Holmes (top) runs for over 400 yards in two games
against the Bengals. Terrel Davis runs for 162 yards against the
Raiders. Davis has had 9 100-yard games this season.
"life
k
1. TRUE OR FALSE: THE ORIGINAL FOOTBALL WAS DESIGNED TO 8E IN THE SHAPE OF A FOOT.
2. TRUE OR FALSE: IN THE GAME OF BASEBALL, A FOUL BALL RELATES TO A BALL THAT STRIKES A CHICKEN IN THE
STANDS.
3. TRUE OR FALSE: THE GOALKEEPER FOR THE DART TEAM IS GENERALLY THE TOUGHEST PERSON ON THE TEAM.
4. IN A FRIENDLY GAME OF ONE-ON'ONE BASKETBALL, HOW MANY PLAYERS ARE ON EACH TEAM?
5. IN AUTO RACING, A "PITSTOP" OCCURS WHEN:
A. THE DRIVER'S UNDERARMS ARE SO HOT AND SWEATY THAT THE WINDSHIELD FOGS O¥ER
8. A FAN HAS HAD TOO MUCH TO DRINK
C. THE CAR NEEDS TO BE SEARCHED FOR ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
D. NONE OF THE ABOVE
Submit Your Answers to Tripod-Sports@mail.trincoll.edu
The Winner Will Receive A Hefty Reward!
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Men's Basketball Starts Season At 2-0
By JEN GERARD
Sports Writer
The 1998-1999 Basketball
season has finally begun, and
the long anticipated return to
the court for the 20-4 Bantams
of '97-98 has arrived. With
more gains to the squad than
losses, the Bantams have started
on the right foot.
The Trinity Tip-Off Tourna-
ment kicked off the season on
Friday night when the Bantams
faced the Endicott Power Gulls.
The stands were packed with
fans, many who came to watch
the Power Gulls, but they had a
long ride home.
Despite a few mistakes in the
first half, the Bantams managed
to hold on to the lead through-
out the game. Co-captain John
Mulfinger '99summed it up,"In
the first half we were a little
sloppy, but in the second half
we. really came together as a
team," The second half was im-
pressive needless to say, and the
Bantams took the game 84-60.
Co-captain Kevin Bednar '99
gave the Power Gulls something
to contend with. Endicott
didn't have a chance with
Eednar tending, the Barftaijis
with 22 points and 7 rebounds.
Mulfinger '99 stood strong with
18 points, 4 steals, and 7 re-
bounds. Another senior
standout, Jason Levin, brought
home 15 points. Sophomore sen-
sation Mike Keohane had an
outstanding game with back to
back steals and dunks.
While the score would sug-
gest otherwise, the Bantams did
have their problems in the first
half. However, in the second
half, Trinity took charge. Every
player was shooting better and
the defense really picked up.
Jason Levin grabs the rebound.
The Bantams took advantage of
their, lead and tested out several
players off the bench.
Throughout the second half,
many underclassmen had a
chance to strut their stuff on the
court. Newcomers Jarrod
Greene '02 and Brian Dion '02
proved that they belong on the
squad and will definitely be as-
sets to the upcoming season.
While the Power Gulls were
not the better team, they did
have one player who caught
everyone's eye. Eric Simonelli
played extremely well, however,
the struggle to win was all in
vain because of the lack of a
strong support team. Simonelli
would lead the. team, on Satur-
day in an easy win over the
Maine Maritime Mariners in the
second game of the tourna-
ment. The Power Gulls easily
scooped up a win over the ill-
prepared and weak team from
Maine. Obviously lacking court
experience and basic skills,
Maine was slaughtered early oh.
After witnessing the brutal
score of the Endicott - Maine
Maritime game, the Bantams
had no doubt they could easily
take a win from the Mariners:
Sunday, November 22 the Ban-
tams challenged the squad from
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Maine in the final game of the
• Trinity Tip-Off Tournament.
Within the first five minutes
of the game, Levin '99 had two
dunks under his belt and Dion
'02 stepped up with one of his
own. Levin'99 had an outstand-
ing half with 11 rebounds and 12
points, thoroughly overpower-
ing the Mariners. At the end of
the first half, the Bantams had
already secured a win, leading
the game 55-32.
Dion '02 has truly established
himself as the first big man off
the bench. He is sure to have
ample playing time in future
games. As with the Endicott
game, several players came off
the bench. Greene '02 has again
proven himself as an asset to the
Bantams. Every single player
was given time off the bench,
and everyone made some con-
tribution. In the season ahead
we should certainly see some
amazing basketball from this
team.
As time ran out, Jamie
Silvestro '02 sank one final bas-
ket to bring the final score to
106-72. The score will surely
provide the Bantams with the
confidence they need to con-
tinue their winning streak.
On Tuesday, November 24 the
Bantams will host the Eastern
Connecticut Warriors, who fin-
ished the '97-98 season 8-17.
Tuesday, December 1 the Ban-
tams will host the Coast Guard
Academy, lead by senior and
A 11-American Candidate Kerry
McKeever.
Most teams would have a dif-
ficult time improving upon a
20-4 season. For these Bantams,
it will be the only way to have a
successful campaign. With an
extremely solid core of seniors
leading the way, this team has
the experience to compete at a
very high level. Add this to the
fact that a very talented sopho-
more class has returned, and
this year's freshmen are as
strong as any class ever in. the
school's history, and you have
the makings of a potential jug-
gernaut .
This is a team that will not
only win, but they will excite
you in the process. Fast breaks
and "in your face" dunks will
help get an already enthusiastic
blue and gold faithful out of
their seats. OostingGymwillbe
full of energy this winter, and it
should be a real treat to see this
team in action.
Bantam Soccer Kicks In The Door, Finishes 2nd In ECACS
BY ANDY HAYES
Sports Writer
Despite a rather disappoint-
ing finish to the regular season,
the Bantam kickers pulled it to-
gether during the ECAC tour-
nament. On November 11, the
squad faced 6th seeded. Vassar,
and proved for a second time
that they were the better team.
Earlier in the year, Vassar
came to Hartford, only to lose 3-
1 in a wet and rainy game. The
team opened the game with suf-
focating pressure on the Vassar
defense forcing a number of
turnovers. Although there were
many scoring opportunities,
the same problem that has
plagued the team all year was
evident again; they could not
find the back of the net. With
• 15 minutes left in the game,
Adrian Fadhrone '02 slipped
one by the Vassar keeper to
make the score 1-0. This is how
it stayed as the squad moved on
to the semifinals against King's
Point, •'...;•' :
. ." The Bantams started this
game right where they left off
against Vassar. Relentless pres-
sure and great passing made for
many scoring chances early in
the game, but none were cashed
in. In the 15th'.minute, a King's
Point midfielder dribbled down
the field and scored an incred-
ible goal to put them up 1-0. The
Bantams did not despair as they
came back just 10 minutes later
to tie the game at one. Co-cap-
tain Andy Hayes "99 lined up
the kick from about 25 yards
out and drilled it into the upper
right corner of the goal. The
King's Point keeper made a great
save by hitting it of the post.
Forward Mike Wilson '00 was
there to push in the rebound
and tie the game. The rest of
regulation went scoreless as did
extra time, which meant the
game was going to be decided
on penalty kicks.
Hayes was first up and was
stoned by the King's Point
keeper. Going into the 4th
round, the score was 3-3 with
two King's Point shooters left.
Tom Hambrick-Stowe '01 came
up big by saving King's Point's
fourth penalty kick, now mak-
ing even going into the final
round. Co-captain Mike
Dudevoir '99 nailed his kick to
put all the pressure on the
King's Point final shooter. He
:
 took his shot and missed wide
and the Bantams won 4-3 on
penalty kicks. In the final, they
were to rematch the Coast
Guard Academy, who beat the
Bantams 1-0 in the first game of
the season.
The Bantams came out a little
sluggish on Sunday and
struggled to hold onto the ball
early in the game. But then a
handball was called in the box
and Coast Guard was awarded
a penalty kick. They converted
and went up 1-0 in the tenth
minute of the game. The Bari-
tams continued to battle the
entire game, but they could not
find the back of the net, and the
game ended up 1-0 Coast Guard.
Despite finishing second in the
ECAC tournament, the team
accomplished something never
before seen at Trinity, a 10 win
season. That is something
strong to build on next year. The Trinity offense stepped it up duringtournament play.
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